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Abstract

Usage of presuppositions in social media and news discourse can be a powerful way to influence the readers as they usually tend to not examine the truth value of the hidden or indirectly expressed information. Fairclough and Wodak (1997) discuss presupposition at a discourse level where some implicit claims are taken for granted in the explicit meaning of a text or utterance. From the Gricean perspective, the presuppositions of a sentence determine the class of contexts in which the sentence could be felicitously uttered. This paper aims to correlate the type of knowledge presupposed in a news article to the bias present in it. We propose a set of guidelines to identify various kinds of presuppositions in news articles and present a dataset consisting of 1050 articles which are annotated for bias (positive, negative or neutral) and the magnitude of presupposition. We introduce a supervised classification approach for detecting bias in political news which significantly outperforms the existing systems.

1 Introduction

In today’s situation where we see several instances of social media being used to interfere with politics in controversial ways, the platforms that have been considered as sources of information are now often seen as politically biased. Especially in newspapers and news websites, sometimes the reporters tend emphasize more on particular view points selectively, and present biased information which is aligned with their personal political ideology. This can lead to widespread alteration of mass political opinion and impact the decision of the voters.

In this paper, we aim to establish a correlation between presupposition and bias in political news articles, and use the knowledge of presupposition to enhance the task of automatic bias detection.

Presuppositions are linguistic tools whose function is to enable us to take some information for granted without actually asserting it. For instance, consider the utterance “Sam will visit California again”. This utterance presupposes that Sam has visited California before, and asserts that he will visit once again in future.

Based on their function in discourse, Alcarza (1999) classifies presuppositions into two levels - Semantic and Pragmatic. The propositions which the reader or listener assumes to be true come under the class of Semantic Presuppositions. On the other hand, he defines pragmatic presupposition as “the proposition that a writer or a speaker has taken its truth value for granted in his statement. It consists of previous information about the knowledge, beliefs, ideology and scale of values that the reader or listener must be acquainted with in order to understand the meaning”.

The notion of pragmatic presupposition is highly useful in analysing media and political discourse such as news articles and election campaign speeches. Using them in an article or a speech could be an indicator of some hidden intentions and strategies, such as avoiding some key information, or manipulating the audience to focus on certain aspects which favour the speaker by indirectly suggesting that they are true.

Similar to this classification is another popular dichotomy which is widely used for studying implicature as Conventional or Conversational. This idea is extended to the context of presuppositions, based on how they arise (Simons, 2013). Karttunen and Peters (1979) define a presupposition as conventional when the presuppositional content arises due to the properties of lexical items present in a sentence. In their view, “certain lexical items have, in addition to their truth content, a special presuppositional content, which is carried through the compositional process to produce a propositional
On the other hand, there can be some presuppositions which do not contain any lexical triggers. Stalnaker (1974) defines them as Conversational Presuppositions. He suggests that they are the “inferences which are licensed by general conversational principles, in combination with the truth conditions of the presupposing utterance”.

2 Related Work

Though there have been several speculations in the linguistic research community about the extra-linguistic information provided by the use of presuppositions, very few of them are backed up with proper surveys and observations. The initial direction towards such research was motivated by Van Dijk’s idea that in Critical Discourse Analysis, one should closely look at the propositions which in turn suggest some other propositions to be true, but in fact are either not true or controversial. He pointed out some examples from Opinion Discourse (Van Dijk, 1995). For instance, the editorial sections of news usually contain a lot of such propositions which aid in persuading the reader to agree to the given interpretation of some news in the editorial.

Wang (2010) conducted a study on how presuppositions can make newspaper advertisements more effective by compensating for the small place occupied by them. He argued that when an advertisement directs the readers to infer some data which is not directly mentioned, they tend to pay more attention to the product being advertised.

Bekalu (2006) took a small sample of data from 5 newspapers and analysed the use of presuppositions in the articles. He manually analysed how presuppositions can contribute in differentiating between the styles of reporting in the pro-government and anti-government stance of the newspaper.

However, none of these studies have tested the validity of their claims on a large corpus and no computational work has been done in this domain so far.

Moreover, all of the above research was carried out for English news, and there has been little work on Politics and News discourse in Telugu, a Dravidian language spoken widely in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh in India. Each article was annotated with a label out of the 6 labels they chose - BJP, TDP, Congress, TRS, YCP and None. The first five labels represent the bias towards or against those parties (marked by “Positive” or “Negative” in their dataset), and “None” denotes that the article is Unbiased.

We created a modified version of the corpus according to our requirement as follows. The original corpus consisted of 218 unbiased articles and 1111 articles which had bias towards some party. Out of those, it was found that some were very short, and some had very little or no mention about any political parties or events. Such articles were filtered out and we were left with 1050 articles of which 850 were biased and 200 were unbiased. Since our main aim was to see the the contribution of presupposition to the biased content in the article, we did not keep the existing labels of “Positive” and “Negative” to denote the direction of bias. All the biased articles were labelled with a bias label of 1 and unbiased articles with 0.

Our annotated corpus is publicly available to ensure reproducibility of the results and to facilitate further research in this domain.

3 Corpus Creation and Annotation

To validate our idea computationally, we need a large dataset of news articles which have been annotated for their bias and magnitude of presupposition. There is no such dataset which captures both the features, so we took the corpus created by Gangula et al. (2019) and modified it. It consists of 1329 articles collected from various newspapers in Telugu, a Dravidian language spoken widely in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh in India. Each article was annotated with a label out of the 6 labels they chose - BJP, TDP, Congress, TRS, YCP and None. The first five labels represent the bias towards or against those parties (marked by “Positive” or “Negative” in their dataset), and “None” denotes that the article is Unbiased.

We created a modified version of the corpus according to our requirement as follows. The original corpus consisted of 218 unbiased articles and 1111 articles which had bias towards some party. Out of those, it was found that some were very short, and some had very little or no mention about any political parties or events. Such articles were filtered out and we were left with 1050 articles of which 850 were biased and 200 were unbiased. Since our main aim was to see the the contribution of presupposition to the biased content in the article, we did not keep the existing labels of “Positive” and “Negative” to denote the direction of bias. All the biased articles were labelled with a bias label of 1 and unbiased articles with 0.

Our annotated corpus is publicly available to ensure reproducibility of the results and to facilitate further research in this domain.

3.1 Annotating for presuppositions

For our purpose, there is a need for a systematic way to identify and quantify the presuppositions.

in an article. After discussions and observation of several articles, we came up with a novel annotation scheme and guidelines.

3.1.1 Annotation Scheme
Each article is split into individual sentences. Each sentence is given a score of 1 if it contains any pragmatic presupposition which the reader is not expected to know. If no such presuppositions are present, the sentence is given a score of 0. After evaluating all the individual sentences, the score of the article is calculated as the mean of all the individual sentence scores.

3.1.2 Annotation guidelines
To ensure consistency in annotation as well as to capture the linguistic information at both semantic and pragmatic levels, we propose the following annotation guidelines:

1. **Coreference**: If an article contains multiple references to an entity such as a person or an organization, each sentence containing such reference is marked as 1 if it is not expected to be known by the reader or requires additional background information. In other cases, the sentence is marked as 0.

2. **Deixis**: If any person, place, time or discourse deixis is observed in a sentence, we recursively go to the previous reference of the entity in the article. If there is sufficient context in the article to resolve deixis, the sentence is marked as 0. However, if all the previous references are marked as 1, the sentence is marked as 1.

3. **Presence of certain verbal suffixes**: If there is any reference to the events in the past/present or some party policies which were not described and do not fall under the minimum knowledge the reader is expected to have, then the sentence is marked as 1. In Telugu, such references are generally identified by morphological suffixes such as -ina, -ani, -tuna, -unTE, etc.

   e.g: *Dilli lO ErpATu cEsina dharnA*
   "The strike organised in Delhi"

4. **Verbal Nouns**: If a sentence contains one or more verbs in nominal form indicating change or continuation of state, then it is marked as 1.

   e.g: *telaNGANA dEsam lO agrasthAnam lO konasAgaDam*
   "Telangana continuing being in the first position in the country"

5. **Rhetorical Questions**: If a sentence contains some rhetorical question which is suggestive of some action which is not common knowledge, then the sentence is marked as 1.

   e.g: *rAjakIya padavula kOsam pEdalani ibbandi peTTaDAniki manasu elA vastundi?*
   "How can someone think of troubling the poor for the sake of political power?"

4 Experiments
Our goal is to detect political bias in an article with and without the presupposition information, and compare the results. For this purpose, similar to Gangula et al. (2019), we label Political bias detection as a classification problem. The presence or absence of bias (0 or 1) is treated as the label, and the task is to assign an appropriate label to a news article.

The first step is to represent each article as a vector. Since each vector can be extremely large and sparse, chi-square feature selection algorithm applied, which reduces the size of the vector to 10000.

We performed experiments with the following six classifiers:

1. **Bernoulli Naive Bayes**: Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is a probabilistic classifier which uses Bayes Theorem. It evaluates the probability of an event given the probability of another event which has previously occurred. Bernoulli Naive Bayes is a binomial model, particularly useful if the feature vectors are binary (i.e., 0s and 1s).

2. **Multinomial Naive Bayes**: This is similar to the Bernoulli Naive Bayes classifier. It just extends the binominal model to a multinominal model, typically suitable for classification with discrete features.

3. **Logistic Regression**: Logistic regression is a statistical model which is used to estimate the probability of a response based on predictor variables.
### Table 1: Average Accuracy (Acc) in percentage and F1 score for each experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-nomial NB</td>
<td>Article</td>
<td>83.15</td>
<td>78.54</td>
<td>71.83</td>
<td>72.89</td>
<td>79.73</td>
<td>70.92</td>
<td>77.23</td>
<td>71.38</td>
<td>82.05</td>
<td>76.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli NB</td>
<td>Headline + Article</td>
<td>84.98</td>
<td>82.64</td>
<td>74.56</td>
<td>75.23</td>
<td>81.28</td>
<td>73.19</td>
<td>81.26</td>
<td>74.84</td>
<td>84.26</td>
<td>79.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>Article + Presupposition</td>
<td>91.22</td>
<td>94.47</td>
<td>85.96</td>
<td>90.44</td>
<td>93.70</td>
<td>96.01</td>
<td>92.26</td>
<td>95.02</td>
<td>90.96</td>
<td>94.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Headline + Article + Presupposition</td>
<td>93.56</td>
<td>96.32</td>
<td>89.21</td>
<td>92.01</td>
<td>95.35</td>
<td>97.11</td>
<td>95.87</td>
<td>96.58</td>
<td>92.16</td>
<td>96.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Support Vector Machines (SVM):** SVM is a non probabilistic classifier which constructs a set of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space separating the data into classes. We implemented SVM with radial basis function as the choice of kernel.

5. **Random Forest Classifier:** Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble of Decision Trees, which are structures that use a tree-like model for the decisions and likely outcomes. Random Forests construct multiple decision trees and take each of their prediction into consideration for giving the final output.

6. **Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP):** A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward artificial neural network model which maps input data sets on an appropriate set of outputs.

For training purpose, Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) implementations have been used for all the classifiers with default hyperparameters. We conducted each experiment four times, each differing in the input given to the classifier. Following are the four categories of inputs which were used:

1. Article
2. Headline + Article
3. Article + Presupposition Value
4. Headline + Article + Presupposition Value

In categories 2, 3 and 4, the entities were concatenated to form a final vector which was given to the classifier. In all the experiments, 10-fold cross validation was carried out. The accuracy and F1 scores for each experiment were calculated.

### Figure 1: Distribution of the articles in our dataset based on their bias and presupposition values

5 **Observations and Results**

After assigning a presupposition value to each article, we calculated the mean presupposition value for each category. Biased articles have 0.46 as the mean value of their presupposition, whereas in the case of unbiased articles, it was found to be 0.15. Figure 1 shows us the distribution of articles in our dataset in terms of their bias and presupposition values. It can be see that the density of the articles decreases as we move up in case of unbiased articles, with most of them being in the 0.15 - 0.3 range, and no articles were observed with a value higher than 0.6. On the other hand, there were many biased articles with relatively higher values, most of them in the range 0.4 to 0.7, and the maximum value observed was 1.0. Based on the average value of presupposition and the plot in Figure 1, we assert that biased articles usually tend to have higher presupposition content in them.

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. It can be observed that there is a small improvement whenever the headline is added, when compared
Figure 2: Accuracies of various classifiers for different categories of inputs
to the significant improvement in the performance of each classifier after adding presupposition information. This is seen by observing the difference in performance between categories 1 and 2 and comparing it with the difference in performance between categories 1 and 3 in Table 1. From this, we understand that the knowledge about presupposition contributes more to the detection of bias than the headline. The highest performance for each classifier is observed in category 4, where each classifier has information about the headline, article and the presupposition value.

Figure 2 shows us the performance of each classifiers for the four categories of inputs as discussed in Section 4. The highest performance is achieved by Multi Layer Perceptron classifier with an accuracy of 96.49% and F1 score of 95.68. We can observe that MLP and SVM with RBF Kernel, which are non linear, perform better than all other models. In our task, MLP achieves an improvement of 6.95% over the Attention Network proposed by Gangula et al. (2019), which had the previous best performance in the task of Political Bias detection. This is an example of improving performance by incorporating sophisticated linguistic features, to the point where a simple multilayer perceptron extended with such features performs better than the State-of-the-art Attention based model.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we came up with an interesting correlation between bias and presupposition in news articles. We proved that pragmatic presupposition contributes towards bias in a news article. By using this information, we came up with a supervised method for automatic detection of bias in news articles along with exhaustive guidelines to identify and annotate presuppositions, and a manually annotated dataset to enable further research. The results of our experiments show that our model significantly outperforms all the previous models. Though we used only news articles for our experiments, our idea is also applicable to other forms of opinion discourse such as Social Media texts, reviews, blogs, etc. where bias in text could lead to spread of misinterpreted information at various levels.

6.1 Future Work

Continuing this work, we plan to come up with an improved scheme for classifying presuppositions into various categories and modified guidelines to annotate accordingly. Subsequently we wish to develop tools to automate the process of presupposition annotation and extend our idea to check whether we can predict the polarity of bias (positive/negative) by the kind of presuppositions present in the text.

We would also like to extend our annotated corpus to accommodate English and other Indian languages by using other corpora such as NELA-GT-2018 (Nørregaard et al., 2019) and come up with better multilingual deep learning models.
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Abstract

In current hate speech datasets, there exists a high correlation between annotators’ perceptions of toxicity and signals of African American English (AAE). This bias in annotated training data and the tendency of machine learning models to amplify it cause AAE text to often be mislabeled as abusive/offensive/hate speech with a high false positive rate by current hate speech classifiers. In this paper, we use adversarial training to mitigate this bias, introducing a hate speech classifier that learns to detect toxic sentences while demoting confounds corresponding to AAE texts. Experimental results on a hate speech dataset and an AAE dataset suggest that our method is able to substantially reduce the false positive rate for AAE text while only minimally affecting the performance of hate speech classification.

1 Introduction

The prevalence of toxic comments on social media and the mental toll on human moderators has generated much interest in automated systems for detecting hate speech and abusive language (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017; Fortuna and Nunes, 2018), especially language that targets particular social groups (Silva et al., 2016; Mondal et al., 2017; Mathew et al., 2019). However, deploying these systems without careful consideration of social context can increase bias, marginalization, and exclusion (Bender and Friedman, 2018; Waseem and Hovy, 2016).

Most datasets currently used to train hate speech classifiers were collected through crowdsourced annotations (Davidson et al., 2017; Founta et al., 2018), despite the risk of annotator bias. Waseem (2016) show that non-experts are more likely to label text as abusive than expert annotators, and Sap et al. (2019) show how lack of social context in annotation tasks further increases the risk of annotator bias, which can in turn lead to the marginalization of racial minorities. More specifically, annotators are more likely to label comments as abusive if they are written in African American English (AAE). These comments are assumed to be incorrectly labelled, as annotators do not mark them as abusive if they are properly primed with dialect and race information (Sap et al., 2019).

These biases in annotations are absorbed and amplified by automated classifiers. Classifiers trained on biased annotations are more likely to incorrectly label AAE text as abusive than non-AAE text: the false positive rate (FPR) is higher for AAE text, which risks further suppressing an already marginalized community. More formally, the disparity in FPR between groups is a violation of the Equality of Opportunity criterion, a commonly used metric of algorithmic fairness whose violation indicates discrimination (Hardt et al., 2016). According to Sap et al. (2019), the false positive rate for hate speech/abusive language of the AAE dialect can reach as high as 46%.

Thus, Sap et al. (2019) reveal two related issues in the task of hate speech classification: the first is biases in existing annotations, and the second is model tendencies to absorb and even amplify biases from spurious correlations present in datasets (Zhao et al., 2017; Lloyd, 2018). While current datasets can be re-annotated, this process is time-consuming and expensive. Furthermore, even with perfect annotations, current hate speech detection models may still learn and amplify spurious correlations between AAE and abusive language (Zhao et al., 2017; Lloyd, 2018).

In this work, we present an adversarial approach to mitigating the risk of racial bias in hate speech classifiers, even when there might be annotation bias in the underlying training data. In §2, we describe our methodology in general terms, as it can be useful in any text classification task that seeks
to predict a target attribute (here, toxicity) without basing predictions on a protected attribute (here, AAE). Although we aim at preserving the utility of classification models, our primary goal is not to improve the raw performance over predicting the target attribute (hate speech detection), but rather to reduce the influence of the protected attribute.

In §3 and §4, we evaluate how well our approach reduces the risk of racial bias in hate speech classification by measuring the FPR of AAE text, i.e., how often the model incorrectly labels AAE text as abusive. We evaluate our methodology using two types of data: (1) a dataset inferred to be AAE using demographic information (Blodgett et al., 2016), and (2) datasets annotated for hate speech (Davidson et al., 2017; Founta et al., 2018) where we automatically infer AAE dialect and then demote indicators of AAE in corresponding hate speech classifiers. Overall, our approach decreases the dialectal information encoded by the hate speech model, leading to a 2.2–3.2 percent reduction in FPR for AAE text, without sacrificing the utility of hate speech classification.

2 Methodology

Our goal is to train a model that can predict a target attribute (abusive or not abusive language), but that does not base decisions off of confounds in data that result from protected attributes (e.g., AAE dialect). In order to achieve this, we use an adversarial objective, which discourages the model from encoding information about the protected attribute. Adversarial training is widely known for successfully adapting models to learn representations that are invariant to undesired attributes, such as demographics and topics, though they rarely disentangle attributes completely (Li et al., 2018; Elazar and Goldberg, 2018; Kumar et al., 2019; Lample et al., 2019; Landeiro et al., 2019).

Model Architecture Our demotion model consists of three parts: 1) An encoder $H$ that encodes the text into a high dimensional space; 2) A binary classifier $C$ that predicts the target attribute from the input text; 3) An adversary $D$ that predicts the protected attribute from the input text. We used a single-layer bidirectional LSTM encoder with an attention mechanism. Both classifiers are two-layer MLPs with a tanh activation function.

Training Procedure Each data point in our training set is a triplet $\{(x_i, y_i, z_i); i \in 1 \ldots N\}$, where $x_i$ is the input text, $y_i$ is the label for the target attribute and $z_i$ is label of the protected attribute. The $(x_i, y_i)$ tuples are used to train the classifier $C$, and the $(x_i, z_i)$ tuple is used to train the adversary $D$.

We adapt a two-phase training procedure from Kumar et al. (2019). We use this procedure because Kumar et al. (2019) show that their model is more effective than alternatives in a setting similar to ours, where the lexical indicators of the target and protected attributes are closely connected (e.g., words that are common in non-abusive AAE and are also common in abusive language datasets). In the first phase (pre-training), we use the standard supervised training objective to update encoder $H$ and classifier $C$:

$$\min_{C,H} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathcal{L}(C(H(x_i)), y_i)$$

(1)

After pre-training, the encoder should encode all relevant information that is useful for predicting the target attribute, including information predictive of the protected attribute.

In the second phase, starting from the best-performing checkpoint in the pre-training phase, we alternate training the adversary $D$ with Equation 2 and the other two models ($H$ and $C$) with Equation 3:

$$\min_{D} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathcal{L}(D(H(x_i)), z_i)$$

(2)

$$\min_{H,C} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha \cdot \mathcal{L}(C(H(x_i)), y_i) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \mathcal{L}(D(H(x_i)), 0.5)$$

(3)

Unlike Kumar et al. (2019), we introduce a hyper-parameter $\alpha$, which controls the balance between the two loss terms in Equation 3. We find that $\alpha$ is crucial for correctly training the model (we detail this in §3).

We first train the adversary to predict the protected attribute from the text representations outputted by the encoder. We then train the encoder to “fool” the adversary by generating representations that will cause the adversary to output random guesses, rather than accurate predictions. At the same time, we train the classifier to predict the target attribute from the encoder output.
3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

To the best of our knowledge, there are no datasets that are annotated both for toxicity and for AAE dialect. Instead, we use two toxicity datasets and one English dialect dataset that are all from the same domain (Twitter):

**DWMW17 (Davidson et al., 2017)** A Twitter dataset that contains 25K tweets annotated as hate speech, offensive, or none. The authors define hate speech as language that is used to express hatred towards a targeted group or is intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, or to insult the members of the group, and offensive language as language that contains offensive terms which are not necessarily inappropriate.

**FDCL18 (Founta et al., 2018)** A Twitter dataset that contains 100K tweets annotated as hateful, abusive, spam or none. This labeling scheme was determined by conducting multiple rounds of crowdsourcing to understand how crowdworkers use different labels. Strongly impolite, rude, or hurtful language is considered abusive, and the definition of hate speech is the same as in DWMW17.

**BROD16 (Blodgett et al., 2016)** A 20K sample out of a 1.15M English tweet corpus that is demographically associated with African American twitter users. Further analysis shows that the dataset contains significant linguistic features of African American English. In order to obtain dialect labels for the DWMW17 and FDCL18, we use an off-the-shelf demographically-aligned ensemble model (Blodgett et al., 2016) which learns a posterior topic distribution (topics corresponding to African American, Hispanic, White and Other) at a user, message, and word level. Blodgett et al. (2016) generate a AAE-aligned corpus comprising tweets from users labelled with at least 80% posterior probability as using AAE-associated terms. Similarly, following Sap et al. (2019), we assign AAE label to tweets with at least 80% posterior probability of containing AAE-associated terms at the message level and consider all other tweets as Non-AAE.

In order to obtain toxicity labels for the BROD16 dataset, we consider all tweets in this dataset to be non-toxic. This is a reasonable assumption since hate speech is relatively rare compared to the large amount of non-abusive language on social media (Founta et al., 2018).

In the pre-training phase, we train the model until convergence and pick the best-performing checkpoint for fine-tuning. In the fine-tuning phase, we alternate training one single adversary and the classification model each for two epochs in one round and train for 10 rounds in total.

We additionally tuned the $\alpha$ parameter used to weight the loss terms in Equation 3 over validation sets. We found that the value of $\alpha$ is important for obtaining text representations containing less dialectal information. A large $\alpha$ easily leads to over-fitting and a drastic drop in validation accuracy for hate speech classification. However, a near zero $\alpha$ severely reduces both training and validation accuracy. We ultimately set $\alpha = 0.05$.

We use the same architecture as Sap et al. (2019) as a baseline model, which does not contain an adversarial objective. For both of this baseline model and our model, because of the goal of demoting the influence of AAE markers, we select the model with the lowest false positive rate on validation set. We train models on both DWMW17 and FDCL18 datasets, which we split into train/dev/test subsets following Sap et al. (2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Founta et al. (2018)</td>
<td>I am hungry and I am dirty as hell bruh, need dat shower and dem calories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blodgett et al. (2016)</td>
<td>so much energy and time wasted hatin on someone when allla that coulda been put towards makin yourself better.... a… <a href="https://t.co/awCg1nCt8t">https://t.co/awCg1nCt8t</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example from Founta et al. (2018) and Blodgett et al. (2016) where the state-of-the-art model misclassifies innocuous tweets (inferred to be AAE) as abusive language. Our model correctly classifies these tweets as non-toxic.

---

1We additionally did a simple check for abusive terms using a list of 20 hate speech words, randomly selected from Hatebase.org. We found that the percentage of sentences containing these words is much lower in AAE dataset ($\approx 2\%$) than hate speech datasets ($\approx 20\%$).
Table 2: Accuracy and F1 scores for detecting abusive language. F1 values are macro-averaged across all classification categories (e.g., hate, offensive, none for DWMW17). Our model achieves an accuracy and F1 on par with the baseline model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>base</td>
<td>ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWMW17</td>
<td>91.90</td>
<td>90.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDCL18</td>
<td>81.18</td>
<td>80.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: False positive rates (FPR), indicating how often AAE text is incorrectly classified as hateful or abusive, when training with FDCL18 dataset. Our model consistently improves FPR for offensiveness, and performs slightly better than the baseline for hate speech detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Offensive</th>
<th>Hate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>base</td>
<td>ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDCL18-AAE</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>17.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROD16</td>
<td>16.44</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: False positive rates (FPR), indicating how often AAE text is incorrectly classified as hateful or offensive, when training with DWMW17 dataset. Our model fails to improve FPR over the baseline, since 97% of AAE-labeled instances in the dataset are also labeled as toxic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Offensive</th>
<th>Hate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>base</td>
<td>ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWMW17-AAE</td>
<td>38.27</td>
<td>42.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROD16</td>
<td>23.68</td>
<td>24.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Results and Analysis

Table 2 reports accuracy and F1 scores over the hate speech classification task. Despite the adversarial component in our model, which makes this task more difficult, our model achieves comparable accuracy as the baseline and even improves F1 score. Furthermore, the results of our baseline model are on par with those reported in Sap et al. (2019), which verifies the validity of our implementation.

Next, we assess how well our demotion model reduces the false positive rate in AAE text in two ways: (1) we use our trained hate speech detection model to classify text inferred as AAE in BROD16 dataset, in which we assume there is no hateful or offensive speech and (2) we use our trained hate speech detection model to classify the test partitions of the DWMW17 and FDCL18 datasets, which are annotated for hateful and offensive speech and for which we use an off-the-shelf model to infer dialect, as described in §3. Thus, for both evaluation criteria, we have or infer AAE labels and toxicity labels, and we can compute how often text inferred as AAE is misclassified as hateful, abusive, or offensive.

Notably, Sap et al. (2019) show that datasets that annotate text for hate speech without sufficient context—like DWMW17 and FDCL18—may suffer from inaccurate annotations, in that annotators are more likely to label non-abusive AAE text as abusive. However, despite the risk of inaccurate annotations, we can still use these datasets to evaluate racial bias in toxicity detection because of our focus on FPR. In particular, to analyze false positives, we need to analyze the classifier’s predictions of the text as toxic, when annotators labeled it as non-toxic. Sap et al. (2019) suggest that annotators over-estimate the toxicity in AAE text, meaning FPRs over the DWMW17 and FDCL18 test sets are actually lower-bounds, and the true FPR is could be even higher. Furthermore, if we assume that the DWMW17 and FDCL18 training sets contain biased annotations, as suggested by Sap et al. (2019), then a high FPR over the corresponding test sets suggests that the classification model amplifies bias in the training data, and labels non-toxic AAE text as toxic even when annotators did not.

Table 3 reports results for both evaluation criteria when we train the model on the FDCL18 data. In both cases, our model successfully reduces FPR. For abusive language detection in the FDCL18 test set, the reduction in FPR is > 3; for hate speech detection, the FPR of our model is also reduced by 0.6 compared to the baseline model. We can also observe a 2.2 and 0.5 reduction in FPR for abusive speech and hate speech respectively when evaluating on BROD16 data.

Table 4 reports results when we train the model on the DWMW17 dataset. Unlike Table 3, unfortunately, our model fails to reduce the FPR rate for both offensive and hate speech of DWMW17 data. We also notice that our model trained with DWMW17 performs much worse than the model trained with FDCL18 data.

To understand the poor performance of our model when trained and evaluated on DWMW17 data, we investigated the data distribution in the test set and found that the vast majority of tweets...
labeled as AAE by the dialect classifier were also annotated as toxic (97%). Thus, the subset of the data over which our model might improve FPR consists of merely < 3% of the AAE portion of the test set (49 tweets). In comparison, 70.98% of the tweets in the FDCL18 test set that were labeled as AAE were also annotated as toxic. Thus, we hypothesize that the performance of our model over the DWMW17 test set is not a representative estimate of how well our model reduces bias, because the improvable set in the DWMW17 is too small.

In Table 1, we provide two examples of tweets that the baseline classifier misclassifies abusive/offensive, but our model, correctly classifies as non-toxic. Both examples are drawn from a toxicity dataset and are classified as AAE by the dialectal prediction model.

**Trade-off between FPR and Accuracy** In order to better understand model performance, we explored the accuracy and FPR of our model throughout the entire training process. We evaluate the best checkpoint of the pre-trained model (0th epoch) and checkpoints of each epoch during adversarial training and show the results in Figure 1. While the baseline model (0th epoch, before any adversarial training) achieves high accuracy, it also has a high FPR rate, particularly over abusive language. After adversarial training, the FPR rate decreases with only minor changes in accuracy. However, checkpoints with lower FPR rates also often have lower accuracy. While Tables 2 and 3 suggest that our model does achieve a balance between these metrics, Figure 1 shows the difficulty of this task; that is, it is difficult to disentangle these attributes completely.

**Elimination of protected attribute** In Figure 2, we plot the validation accuracy of the adversarial system and the hate speech classification accuracy of the base model. In order to verify that our model does learn a text representation at least partially free of dialectal information, we compare the performance of the model with and without adversarial training. The baseline model was trained on a gender-balanced dataset with ambiguous name-pair pronouns to provide diversity coverage for real-world data. In addition to annotator bias, sampling...

---

**5 Related Work**

Preventing neural models from absorbing or even amplifying unwanted artifacts present in datasets is indispensable towards building machine learning systems without unwanted biases.

One thread of work focuses on removing bias at the data level, through reducing annotator bias (Sap et al., 2019) and augmenting imbalanced datasets (Jurgens et al., 2017). Dixon et al. (2018) propose an unsupervised method based on balancing the training set and employing a proposed measurement for mitigating unintended bias in text classification models. Webster et al. (2018) present a gender-balanced dataset with ambiguous name-pair pronouns to provide diversity coverage for real-world data. In addition to annotator bias, sampling...
strategies also result in topic and author bias in datasets of abusive language detection, leading to decreased classification performance when testing in more realistic settings, necessitating the adoption of cross-domain evaluation for fairness (Wiegand et al., 2019).

A related thread of work on debiasing focuses at the model level (Zhao et al., 2019). Adversarial training has been used to remove protected features from word embeddings (Xie et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018) and intermediate representations for both texts (Elazar and Goldberg, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) and images (Edwards and Storkey, 2015; Wang et al., 2018). Though previous works have documented that adversarial training fails to obliterate protected features, Kumar et al. (2019) show that using multiple adversaries more effectively forces the removal.

Along similar lines, multitask learning has been adopted for learning task-invariant representations. Vaidya et al. (2019) show that multitask training on a related task e.g., identity prediction, allows the model to shift focus to toxic-related elements in hate speech detection.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we use adversarial training to demote a protected attribute (AAE dialect) when training a classifier to predict a target attribute (toxicity). While we focus on AAE dialect and toxicity, our methodology readily generalizes to other settings, such as reducing bias related to age, gender, or income-level in any other text classification task. Overall, our approach has the potential to improve fairness and reduce bias in NLP models.
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Abstract

Although a lot of research has been done on utilising Online Social Media during disasters, there exists no system for a specific task that is critical in a post-disaster scenario – identifying resource-needs and resource-availabilities in the disaster-affected region, coupled with their subsequent matching. To this end, we present NARMADA, a semi-automated platform which leverages the crowd-sourced information from social media posts for assisting post-disaster relief coordination efforts. The system employs Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval techniques for identifying resource-needs and resource-availabilities from microblogs, extracting resources from the posts, and also matching the needs to suitable availabilities. The system is thus capable of facilitating the judicious management of resources during post-disaster relief operations.

1 Introduction

In recent years, microblogging sites like Twitter and Weibo have played a pivotal role in gathering situational information during disasters or emergency scenarios such as earthquakes, epidemic outbreaks, floods, hurricanes, and so on (Imran et al., 2015; Nazer et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017). Specifically, there are two types of information which are considered useful (or ‘actionable’) by rescue workers for assisting post-disaster relief operations. These include (i) Resource needs that talk about the requirement of a specific resource (such as food, water, shelter) and (ii) Resource availabilities that talk about the availability of a specific resource in the region. Some examples of tweets that inform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs (excerpts)</th>
<th>Available (excerpts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phones are not working, no electricity, no water in #Thamal, #Nepalquake</td>
<td>Please contact for drinking free service water specially for Earthquake Victim. Sanjay Limbu [mobile num]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 1400 killed. Many Trapped. Medical Supplies Requested.</td>
<td>20,000 RSS personnel with medical supplies and other help the first to reach earthquake damaged zones in #Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal earthquake: thousands in need of shelter in country little able to cope [url]</td>
<td>can anyone we know pick the 2000 second hand tents from Sunauli and distribute it to the people in need in Nepal?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of tweets stating resource-needs and tweets stating corresponding matching resource-availabilities, from a dataset of tweets on 2015 Nepal earthquake. The common resources for each pair are shown in boldface (table reproduced from our prior work (Dutt et al., 2019)).

about resource-needs and resource-availabilities, taken from a dataset of tweets related to the 2015 Nepal earthquake, are shown in Table 1. We refer to such tweets as ‘needs’ and ‘availabilities’ henceforth.

The two major practical challenges faced in this regard include (i) automated identification of need and availability posts from social media sites such as Twitter and (ii) automated matching of the appropriate needs and availabilities. There have been prior works which have tried to address each of these challenges separately. However, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no system that integrates the two tasks of identifying needs and availabilities and their subsequent matching.

In this work, we present NARMADA (Need and Available Resource Managing Assistant for Disasters and Adversities), a unified platform for the coordination of relief efforts during disasters by managing the resources that are needed and/or available in the disaster-affected region. NARMADA is designed to be a semi-automated sys-

---

*Equal Contribution

1We discussed with relief workers from ‘Doctors For You’ (http://doctorsforyou.org/) and SPADE (http://www.spadeindia.org/).
tem to ensure supervision and accountability.

In this paper, we describe the Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval techniques used in NARMADA for the following tasks – (i) identifying resource-needs and resource-availabilities from microblogs, (ii) extracting resource names and other critical information from the posts (e.g., where the resource is needed, the quantity that is needed/available), and (iii) matching the needs to suitable availabilities. The system can be accessed from https://osm-dm-kgp.github.io/Narmada/. Although the system is currently applied over tweets only, NARMADA can also seamlessly integrate information from other sources, as well as enable users to add new information as they deem fit. We believe that the use of this system during a real-time disaster event will help in expediting relief operations.

Our work makes the following contributions.

1) We leverage contextual word embeddings to develop supervised models for automated classification of tweets that inform about need or availability of a resource.

2) We automate the process of categorising the type of resource present in needs and availabilities into food, health, shelter or logistics. This helps us to identify covert information present in tweets.

3) We deploy NARMADA that leverages NLP and IR techniques to identify resource needs and availabilities from microblogs, extract relevant information, and subsequently match needs to suitable availabilities. We believe that such a system would assist in post-disaster relief operations.

2 Related Work

There has been a lot of recent work on utilising Online Social Media (OSM) to facilitate post-disaster relief operations – see (Imran et al., 2015; Nazer et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017) for some recent surveys on this topic. For instance, there have been works on classifying situational and non-situational information (Rudra et al., 2015, 2018), location inferencing from social media posts during disasters (Karimzadeh et al., 2013; Lingad et al., 2013; Paule et al., 2018; Dutt et al., 2018; Kumar and Singh, 2019), early detection of rumours from social media posts (Mondal et al., 2018), emergency information diffusion on social media during crises (Kim et al., 2018), event detection (Hasan et al., 2018), extraction of event-specific informative tweets during disaster (Laylavi et al., 2017) and so on. Tweets specific to particular disasters have been studied in (Gautam et al., 2019), along with their categorisation. Certain other works have focused on the classification of such tweets by determining the probability of them being re-shared in Twitter (Neppalli et al., 2019). A comparison of various learning-based methods has also been recently conducted in (Assery et al., 2019).

Automated retrieval of needs and availabilities have been attempted by employing regular expressions (Purohit et al., 2013), pattern-matching techniques (Temnikova et al., 2015), language models (Basu et al., 2017), and neural IR methods such as word and character embeddings (Basu et al., 2017; Khosla et al., 2017). Likewise, there has been prior research on the automated matching of the needs and availabilities using tf-idf similarity (Purohit et al., 2013) and our prior works (Basu et al., 2018; Dutt et al., 2019) that used word-embeddings for the task. However, no prior work has attempted end-to-end identification and matching of needs and availabilities, which we attempt in this work.

Some information systems have also been implemented for disaster situations such as AIDR (AID, 2015) and Ushahidi (Ush, 2008) which employs crowd-sourced information using social media to assist disaster operations. To our knowledge, none of the existing systems have attempted the specific tasks in this work – identification and matching of resource-needs and resource-availabilities.

3 Dataset

We reuse the dataset made available by our prior works (Khosla et al., 2017; Basu et al., 2018; Dutt et al., 2019) which comprises tweets posted during two disaster events i.e. (i) the earthquake in Nepal in April, 2015 2, and (ii) the earthquake in central Italy in August, 2016 3. Henceforth, we refer to the scenarios as Nepal quake and Italy quake.

The tweets were collected using the Twitter Search API4 with the queries ‘nepal quake’ and ‘italy quake’. The dataset consists of only English tweets since it was observed that most tweets are posted in English to enable rapid communication between international agencies and the local population.

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_2015_Nepal_earthquake
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/August_2016_Central_Italy_earthquake
7https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
Removing duplicates and near-duplicates yielded a corpus of 50,068 tweets for Nepal-quake and 70,487 tweets for Italy-quake. However, the number of tweets that inform about needs and availabilities is very low – there are 499 and 1333 need and availability tweets for the Nepal-quake dataset. Likewise, the Italy-quake had only 177 needs and 233 availabilities (see (Dutt et al., 2019) for more details).

4 Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodologies that are incorporated within the NARMADA system. The overarching goal of the system is to facilitate post-disaster relief coordination efforts using the vast information available on social media. To that end, it performs three essential tasks – (i) identifying needs and availabilities, (ii) extracting actionable information from the need and availability tweets, and (iii) matching appropriate needs and availabilities. NARMADA is designed to execute each of the above three tasks in an automated fashion. We elaborate on the specific methodology involved for each of these sub-tasks in the ensuing subsection. However, prior to each of these tasks, we perform pre-processing on the tweet text as follows.

Pre-processing tweets: We employed standard pre-processing techniques on the tweet text to remove URLs (but not email ids), mentions, characters like brackets, ‘RT’, and other non-ASCII characters like #, &, ellipses and Unicode characters corresponding to emojis. We also segmented CamelCase words and joint alphanumeric terms like ‘Nepal2015’ into distinct terms (‘Nepal’ and ‘2015’). However, we did not perform case-folding or stemming on the tweet-text to enable subsequent detection of proper nouns (explained below).

4.1 Identifying needs and availabilities

Identifying needs and availabilities is challenging since they account for only \( \approx 3.64\% \) and \( \approx 0.58\% \) of the entire Nepal-quake and Italy-quake datasets, respectively. Prior works have approached this problem as a retrieval task using a wide array of techniques such as regular-expressions (Purohit et al., 2013), pattern-matching (Temnikova et al., 2015), language models (Basu et al., 2017), and recently neural IR techniques such as word and character embeddings (Basu et al., 2017; Khosla et al., 2017; Basu et al., 2019).

To enable the real-time deployment, a system needs to filter out tweets on an individual basis. To that end, we decided to adopt a supervised approach for classifying a tweet as ‘need’, or as ‘availability’ or as ‘others’ (i.e., a three-class classification problem). We experimented with different neural architectures for both in-domain and cross-domain classification. In-domain classification implies that the model is trained and tested on tweets related to the same disaster event. On the other hand, cross-domain classification involves training on tweets related to one event (say ‘Nepal-quake’) and evaluating on tweets related to another event (‘Italy-quake’) (Basu et al., 2019).

Baseline methods: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been found to work well in the classification of disaster-related tweets (Caragea et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2017). Hence we use the CNN of (Kim, 2014) as a baseline model. We operate on 300-dimensional word-embeddings and fix the feature maps to 100 dimensions. We implement convolutional filters with kernel-size 3, 4, and 5 respectively, with stride 1, and non-linear ReLU activation units. Finally, we apply max-pooling before passing it through a fully-connected layer and softmax with negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss. We experiment with randomly initialized embeddings as well as different kinds of pre-trained embeddings – Glove(Pennington et al., 2014)\(^5\), word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)\(^6\), fasttext embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017)\(^7\) and CrisisNLP embeddings (Imran et al., 2016) trained on tweets posted during many disaster events.

Proposed model: We propose to use a pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) (bert-base-uncased) to represent a tweet as a 768-dimensional embedding. We pass the represented tweet through a fully connected layer which classifies it into the aforementioned three categories. Using BERT pre-trained embeddings helps us in two ways. Firstly, the BERT model itself remains a part of the entire end-to-end system; hence it gets fine-tuned while training. Moreover, BERT uses multiple bidirectional self-attention modules which helps capture contextual information.

In-domain classification: Table 2 notes the per-
performs of the various classification models in in-domain settings, averaged over both the classes needs and availabilities. For each of the two datasets, we consider 20% (randomly sampled) of the labelled data as the test set, 70% of the rest as the training set, and the rest 10% was used as the validation set. We report the Precision, Recall and F1-score on the test set as the evaluation measures. We consider F1-score as the primary score since it incorporates both Precision and Recall. The proposed BERT model outperforms all other models in terms of F1-score.

We trained two versions of our proposed BERT model – (i) one version was trained to optimise the F1-score (our primary measure) on the validation set, and (ii) the second version was trained to optimise the Recall on the validation set. We specifically tried one version to optimise Recall, since it is usually considered important to identify all needs and availabilities in a disaster situation. As seen in Table 2, both versions of the model achieved comparable performance on the Nepal-quake dataset (F1-scores of 0.823 and 0.828). But the version trained for optimizing Recall achieved substantially higher performance on the Italy-quake dataset where needs and availabilities are much sparser. This improved performance justifies our decision of focusing on improving Recall.

**Cross-domain classification:** In a cross-domain setting, the model is trained on tweets of one event and then evaluated on tweets of the other event. We compare the performance of the BERT model against the best-supervised model (‘Best-SM’) of (Basu et al., 2019), which is a CNN classifier initialised with CrisisNLP embeddings. Table 3 shows results when the models are trained on Italy-quake tweets and tested on Nepal-quake tweets. Similarly, Table 4 shows the opposite setting, i.e., the models are trained on Nepal-quake tweets and tested on Italy-quake tweets. In both the cases, we use the BERT model optimised for F1-score, as described above. Even for cross-domain performance, we see that the BERT model outperforms the CNN-based baseline of (Basu et al., 2019).

### 4.2 Extracting relevant fields from needs and availabilities

Prior discussions with relief workers helped us identify the following five fields that are deemed relevant in coordinating the relief efforts, namely: (i) resource – which items are needed/available, (ii) quantity – how much of each resource is needed/available, (iii) location – where is the resource needed/available, (iv) source – who needs the resource or who is offering, and (v) contact – how to contact the said source.

We adapt the unsupervised methodology of our prior work (Dutt et al., 2019) to extract the relevant fields from needs and availabilities. We sought to incorporate this technique due to the paucity of labelled instances which discourages a supervised machine learning approach (and because gathering many labelled instances is difficult in a disaster scenario). Moreover, the unsupervised approach was shown to be generalizable across several datasets (Dutt et al., 2019). We describe the adapted methodology in this section.

**Unsupervised resource extraction:** We start by giving a brief description of the methodology in (Dutt et al., 2019). We perform dependency parsing on the text to obtain a Directed Acyclic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN + random</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN + Glove</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN + Word2vec</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN + Fasttext</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN + CrisisNLP</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed for F1)</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed for Rec)</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance of the neural architectures for in-domain classification of tweets into three classes – needs, availabilities, and others. Best F1-scores in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>P@100</th>
<th>R@100</th>
<th>F1@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-SM (Basu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed)</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-SM (Basu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed)</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the neural architectures when trained on Italy-quake and tested on Nepal-quake. Best F1-scores in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>P@100</th>
<th>R@100</th>
<th>F1@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-SM (Basu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-SM (Basu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (proposed)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of the neural architectures when trained on Nepal-quake and tested on Italy-quake. Best F1-scores in boldface.
Graph (DAG). We compile an initial list of headwords (send, need, donate, etc.) which consists of the verbs in the query-set and the ROOT word of the DAG. We have identified specific characteristics of the child nodes of the headwords that enable us to label the node as a potential resource.

For example, if a word $w$ is tagged as a NOUN and is the direct object of the ‘donates’, $w$ can be expected to be a potential resource. We have also identified dependency rules, that increases the list of head-words to improve our recall. We thus obtain a list of potential resources after dependency parsing. We then verify these potential resources by checking for the semantic similarity of the extracted words with a pre-compiled list of resources commonly used during disasters. The resource list is obtained from several reputed sources like UN-OCHA\(^8\), UNHCR\(^9\) and WHO\(^10\). This pre-compiled list also enables us to categorise the resources into four classes namely food (bottled water, biscuits, rice), health (blood, medicine, latrines), shelter (tents, blankets, tarpaulins), and logistics (electricity, helicopters, cash).

Adapting the method to deal with covert tweets:
One of the limitations of the unsupervised methodology in (Dutt et al., 2019) is the inability to glean relevant information from covert tweets where the resource needed/available is not mentioned explicitly. We illustrate instances of such covert tweets in Table 5. Since the resource name is not explicitly stated in the tweet-text, the methodology in (Dutt et al., 2019) cannot identify the resources for such tweets.

To circumvent this problem, we again use the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) to encode a tweet. We pass this representation through a linear layer and perform multi-label classification into the aforementioned four categories, i.e. food, health, shelter and logistics. We use multi-

\(^8\)https://www.unocha.org/  
\(^9\)https://www.unhcr.org/  
\(^10\)https://www.who.int/
the Nepal-quake dataset, but not vice-versa. This difference is mainly because the Italy earthquake was a comparatively mild one in a developed region, and hence not many resources were needed; in contrast, the Nepal earthquake was a severe one in a developing region, and a lot of resources were needed in Nepal. Hence the Nepal-quake dataset contains mention of far more varied resources, as compared to the Italy-quake dataset.

Thus, including the BERT-based resource classifier in addition to the unsupervised methodology improves resource extraction performance, and also lends generalisability across different datasets.

**Extracting Locations:** We extract geographical locations from the tweet text using the methodology in our prior work (Dutt et al., 2018). First, we apply several unsupervised techniques to extract a set of potential locations. These techniques include (i) segmentating hashtags, (ii) disambiguating proper nouns from parse trees, (iii) identifying phrases with regex matches, (iv) dependency parsing to locate nouns close from words in query-set in the DAG, and (v) employing pre-trained Named Entity Recognizers ¹¹ to identify words tagged as geographical location. Next, we verify these potential locations using a gazetteer. We consider those locations to be valid only if their geospatial coordinates lie within the boundary of the affected region (e.g., Nepal or Italy). We used two gazetteers namely Geonames ¹² and Open Street Map ¹³ to identify locations with varying levels of granularity (as detailed in (Dutt et al., 2018)).

**Extracting the source:** We consider as viable sources two types of words – (i) proper nouns that are tagged as organisations, persons or geographical locations by a Named Entity Recognizer, and (ii) proper nouns that are child nodes of dependency parsing – provided they have not been identified previously as ‘location’ or ‘resources’ during the verification phase. See our prior work (Dutt et al., 2019) for details of the methodology.

**Extracting Quantity:** For each resource extracted, we identify whether it is preceded by a numeric token. The numeric token may be the orthographic notation of a number (e.g., ‘100’) or may semantically represent a number (e.g., ‘hundred’). We assign the numeric token as the quantity of the particular resource.

**Extracting Contact:** We use regular expressions to identify contacts corresponding to email-ids and phone numbers.

The performance of our information extraction methods (in terms of precision, recall and F1-score) was similar to what is presented in (Dutt et al., 2019). In our experiments, we obtained F1-scores of 0.89, 0.91, 0.76, 0.58 and 1.00 for identifying Resources, Location, Quantity, Source and Contact respectively, for need-tweets. Likewise, the F1-scores for availability-tweets were 0.85, 0.85, 0.84, 0.65 and 1.00 respectively. Table 8 shows some examples of the fields extracted by our methods from some need-tweets and availability-tweets.

### 4.3 Matching needs and availabilities

We propose a fast and real-time algorithm for matching needs and availabilities based on proportion of common resources. Specifically, for a given need-tweet, we compute the match with a particular availability-tweet as the fraction of the resources extracted from the need-tweet that are also present in the availability-tweet. For the given

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet text (excerpts)</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India sends 39 #NDRF team, 2 dogs and 3 tonnes equipment to Nepal Army for rescue operations: Indian Embassy in #Nepal (A)</td>
<td>NDRF team, dogs,</td>
<td>nepal</td>
<td>dogs - 2, NDRF team - 39</td>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visiting Sindhupalchok devastating earthquake highly affected district. Delivery Women in a tent. No water no toilet (N)</td>
<td>tent, delivery women, water</td>
<td>Sindhupalchok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan Seva Samiti donates more than 800 tents to Nepal Earthquake victims (A)</td>
<td>tents</td>
<td>tents-800</td>
<td>Rajasthan Seva Samiti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Examples of information extracted from need (N) and availability (A) tweets by the methodologies proposed in this work. Red colour indicates wrongly extracted information.

¹¹We use the inbuilt NER tool of SpaCy (https://spacy.io/)
¹²http://www.geonames.org/
¹³http://420/geocoder.readthedocs.io/providers/OpenStreetMap.html
need tweet, availability-tweets are ranked in decreasing order of the fraction of common resources (ties resolved arbitrarily).

We also experiment with some baseline methodologies, namely using common nouns (Basu et al., 2018), tf-idf vectors of the tweet text (Purohit et al., 2013) and local word embeddings of the tweet (Basu et al., 2018). Our methodology (based on the proportion of common resources) obtains an F1-score of 0.84 for Nepal-quake and an F1-score of 0.87 for Italy-quake dataset respectively, which is competitive with the performance of the baselines.

This section described the NLP and IR techniques used in NARMADA. The next section describes the system architecture.

5 System Architecture

The high-level system architecture for NARMADA is shown in Figure 1. The system can be accessed from https://osm-dm-kgp.github.io/Narmada/, where further details and a demonstration video are also provided. NARMADA is designed and built for the Web, thus not restricting it to any particular operating system or browser type, allowing cross-platform (desktop/mobile) functionality.

5.1 User Interface

The user interface has been designed in Typescript using Angular, a popular web-application framework. ngx-admin\(^{14}\) was used as a boilerplate for front-end components. The interface has been designed to be intuitive, yet presenting as much information as possible without overcrowding. A detailed note is available at https://osm-dm-kgp.github.io/Narmada/.

The user interface comprises a dashboard (shown in Figure 2) that acts as a landing page. Besides providing an initial view of active needs and availabilities (at the present point of time), it displays matched resources. The user is provided with various options to make it easy to search and locate resources as well as highlight items as deemed necessary.

An alternate section is available where users can enter new needs/availabilities manually. The class labels of the information are detected automatically, but the user is allowed to modify the same. Another section for “Completed matches” is to be used for logging completed or exhausted needs and resources. A user manual is also attached to the UI.

5.2 Server

The major services provided by the backend server include classification and categorisation of the tweets in the system. It also provides support for the addition of new information and their automatic categorisation. Facilities have been provided for marking resources once their need is fulfilled or the availability gets exhausted.

The server side uses NodeJS framework and is written in Javascript. Nginx is used as an HTTP server to make the frontend accessible to the public. However, the NLP-related extraction tasks are handled better in Python. The server partly uses a Flask-based Python backend, a micro web framework. The Flask server makes API calls to the deep learning classifiers, featuring BERT, which returns the output. The output is further reflected in the frontend. The server sends information requested by the user interface via RESTful API, which supports cached responses on the frontend and enables the system to be scalable, thus allowing more users to use this service. API endpoints are publicly available, which would allow programmatic access to the server’s functionalities (see https://osm-dm-kgp.github.io/Narmada/).

6 Discussion

NARMADA intends to assist in crossing the initial barrier in identifying and matching needs and availabilities from social media during the occurrence of a disaster. In practice, it becomes necessary for other service providers to be triggered in order to make sure that the needs are addressed, by proper collection, transportation and provisioning of the matched resources deemed to be available. For instance, the needs and availabilities could be marked on a map, with each type of resource be-
7 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a system NARMADA for resource management during a disaster situation. Though the system is developed to work across posts from various social media platform, this research focused on data from Twitter. The real-time nature and easy access to large volumes of information provided by Twitter have made it a lucrative choice for disaster analytics.

Currently, the system allows all users to perform any action on the system. One future task would be to implement a login system that would allow different access-levels to different users. For instance, a visitor would be able to only view and query information, a volunteer would be able to add new resources, mark a need as matched, etc., while a system administrator would have rights to undo all actions of all users, etc. The current system does not allow multiple volunteers to communicate within the platform over a resource, which we wish to incorporate in the future. We also plan to incorporate support for vernacular languages, provided the requisite tools are available.
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Abstract

Toxic comments in online platforms are an unavoidable social issue under the cloak of anonymity. Hate speech detection has been actively done for languages such as English, German, or Italian, where manually labeled corpus has been released. In this work, we first present 9.4K manually labeled entertainment news comments for identifying Korean toxic speech, collected from a widely used online news platform in Korea. The comments are annotated regarding social bias and hate speech since both aspects are correlated. The inter-annotator agreement Krippendorff’s alpha score is 0.492 and 0.496, respectively. We provide benchmarks using CharCNN, BiLSTM, and BERT, where BERT achieves the highest score on all tasks. The models generally display better performance on bias identification, since the hate speech detection is a more subjective issue. Additionally, when BERT is trained with bias label for hate speech detection, the prediction score increases, implying that bias and hate are intertwined. We make our dataset publicly available and open competitions with the corpus and benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Online anonymity provides freedom of speech to many people and lets them speak their opinions in public. However, anonymous speech also has a negative impact on society and individuals (Banks, 2010). With anonymity safeguards, individuals easily express hatred against others based on their superficial characteristics such as gender, sexual orientation, and age (ElSherief et al., 2018). Sometimes the hostility leaks to the well-known people who are considered to be the representatives of targeted attributes.

Recently, Korea had suffered a series of tragic incidents of two young celebrities that are presumed to be caused by toxic comments (Fortin, 2019; McCurry, 2019a,b). Since the incidents, two major web portals in Korea decided to close the comment system in their entertainment news aggregating service (Yeo, 2019; Yim, 2020). Even though the toxic comments are now avoidable in those platforms, the fundamental problem has not been solved yet.

To cope with the social issue, we propose the first Korean corpus annotated for toxic speech detection. Specifically, our dataset consists of 9.4K comments from Korean online entertainment news articles. Each comment is annotated on two aspects, the existence of social bias and hate speech, given that hate speech is closely related to bias (Boeckmann and Turpin-Petrosino, 2002; Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Davidson et al., 2017). Considering the context of Korean entertainment news where public figures encounter stereotypes mostly intertwined with gender, we weigh more on the prevalent bias. For hate speech, our label categorization refers that of Davidson et al. (2017), namely hate, offensive, and none.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

- We release the first Korean corpus manually annotated on two major toxic attributes, namely bias and hate.
- We hold Kaggle competitions and provide benchmarks to boost further research development.
- We observe that in our study, hate speech detection benefits the additional bias context.

---

1 Both authors contributed equally to this manuscript.
2 This work was done after the graduation.
3 https://github.com/kocohub/korean-hate-speech
4 www.kaggle.com/c/korean-gender-bias-detection
5 www.kaggle.com/c/korean-bias-detection
6 www.kaggle.com/c/korean-hate-speech-detection
2 Related Work

The construction of hate speech corpus has been explored for a limited number of languages, such as English (Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Davidson et al., 2017; Zampieri et al., 2019; Basile et al., 2019), Spanish (Basile et al., 2019), Polish (Ptaszynski et al., 2019), Portuguese (Fortuna et al., 2019), and Italian (Sanguinetti et al., 2018).

For Korean, works on abusive language have mainly focused on the qualitative discussion of the terminology (Hong, 2016), whereas reliable and manual annotation of the corpus has not yet been undertaken. Though profanity term bases are currently available\(^5\)\(^6\), term matching approach frequently makes false predictions (e.g., neologism, polysemy, use-mention distinction), and more importantly, not all hate speech are detectable using such terms (Zhang et al., 2018).

In addition, hate speech is situated within the context of social bias (Boeckmann and Turpin-Petrosino, 2002), Waseem and Hovy (2016) and Davidson et al. (2017) attended to bias in terms of hate speech, however, their interest was mainly in texts that explicitly exhibit sexist or racist terms. In this paper, we consider both explicit and implicit stereotypes, and scrutinize how these are related to hate speech.

3 Collection

We constructed the Korean hate speech corpus using the comments from a popular domestic entertainment news aggregation platform. Users had been able to leave comments on each article before the recent overhaul (Yim, 2020), and we had scrapped the comments from the most-viewed articles.

In total, we retrieved 10,403,368 comments from 23,700 articles published from January 1, 2018 to February 29, 2020. We draw 1,580 articles using stratified sampling and extract the top 20 comments ranked in the order of Wilson score (Wilson, 1927) on the downvote for each article. Then, we remove duplicate comments, single token comments (to eliminate ambiguous ones), and comments composed with more than 100 characters (that could convey various opinions). Finally, 10K comments are randomly selected among the rest for annotation.

4 Annotation

The annotation was performed by 32 annotators consisting of 29 workers from a crowdsourcing platform DeepNatural AI\(^7\) and three natural language processing (NLP) researchers. Every comment was provided to three random annotators to assign the majority decision. Annotators are asked to answer two three-choice questions for each comment:

1. What kind of bias does the comment contain?
   - Gender bias, Other biases, or None

2. Which is the adequate category for the comment in terms of hate speech?
   - Hate, Offensive, or None

They are allowed to skip comments which are too ambiguous to decide. Detailed instructions are described in Appendix A. Note that this is the first guideline of social bias and hate speech on Korean online text.

4.1 Social Bias

Since hate speech is situated within the context of social bias (Boeckmann and Turpin-Petrosino, 2002), we first identify the bias implicated in the comment. Social bias is defined as a preconceived evaluation or prejudice towards a person/group with certain social characteristics: gender, political affiliation, religion, beauty, age, disability, race, or others. Although our main interest is on gender bias, other issues are not to be underestimated.

\(^5\)https://github.com/doublems/korean-bad-words
\(^6\)https://github.com/LDNNOOBW/List-of-Dirty-Naughty-Obscene-and-Otherwise-Bad-Words
\(^7\)https://app.deepnatural.ai/
Thus, we separate bias labels into three: whether the given text contains gender-related bias, other biases, or none of them. Additionally, we introduce a binary version of the corpus, which counts only the gender bias, that is prevalent among the entertainment news comments.

The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) of the label is calculated based on Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) that takes into account an arbitrary number of annotators labeling any number of instances. IAA for the ternary classes is 0.492, which means that the agreement is moderate. For the binary case, we obtained 0.767, which implies that the identification of gender and sexuality-related bias reaches quite a substantial agreement.

4.2 Hate Speech

Hate speech is difficult to be identified, especially for the comments which are context-sensitive. Since annotators are not given additional information, labeling would be diversified due to the difference in pragmatic intuition and background knowledge thereof. To collect reliable hate speech annotation, we attempt to establish a precise and clear guideline.

We consider three categories for hate speech: hate, offensive but not hate, and none. As socially agreed definition lacks for Korean, we refer to the hate speech policies of Youtube; Facebook; Twitter. Drawing upon those, we define hate speech in our study as follows:

- If a comment explicitly expresses hatred against individual/group based on any of the following attributes: sex, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, appearance, social status, religious affiliation, military service, disease or disability, ethnicity, and national origin
- If a comment severely insults or attacks individual/group; this includes sexual harassment, humiliation, and derogation

However, note that not all the rude or aggressive comments necessarily belong to the above definition, as argued in Davidson et al. (2017). We often see comments that are offensive to certain individuals/groups in a qualitatively different manner. We identify these as offensive and set the boundary as follows:

- If a comment conveys sarcasm via rhetorical expression or irony
- If a comment states an opinion in an unethical, rude, coarse, or uncivilized manner
- If a comment implicitly attacks individual/group while leaving rooms to be considered as freedom of speech

The instances that do not meet the boundaries above were categorized as none. The IAA on the hate categories is $\alpha = 0.496$, which implies a moderate agreement.

5 Corpus

Release From the 10k manually annotated corpus, we discard 659 instances that are either skipped or failed to reach an agreement. We split the final dataset into the train (7,896), validation (471), and test set (974) and released it on the Kaggle platform to leverage the leaderboard system. For a fair competition, labels on the test set are not disclosed. Titles of source articles for each comment are also provided, to help participants exploit context information.

Class distribution Table 1 depicts how the classes are composed of. The bias category distribution in our corpus is skewed towards none, while that of hate category is quite balanced. We also confirm that the existence of hate speech is correlated with the existence of social bias. In other words, when a comment incorporates a social bias, it is likely to contain hate or offensive speech.

6 Benchmark Experiment

6.1 Models

We implemented three baseline classifiers: character-level convolutional neural network (CharCNN) (Zhang et al., 2015), bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997), and bidirectional encoder representations from Transformer (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) based model. For BERT, we adopt...
Figure 2: Confusion matrix on the model inference of hate categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Bias (binary)</th>
<th>Bias (ternary)</th>
<th>Hate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Term Matching</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CharCNN 0.547</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiLSTM 0.302</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT 0.681</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT (+ bias)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: F1 score of benchmarks on the test set. Note that the term matching model checks the presence of hate or offensiveness. Therefore, in this case, we combine hate and offensive into a single category, turning the original ternary task into binary.

KoBERT⁹, a pre-trained module for the Korean language, and apply its tokenizer to BiLSTM as well. The detailed configurations are provided in Appendix B, and we additionally report the term matching approach using the aforementioned profanity terms to compare with the benchmarks.

6.2 Results

Table 2 depicts F1 score of the three baselines and the term matching model. The results demonstrate that the models trained on our corpus have an advantage over the term matching method. Compared with the benchmarks, BERT achieves the best performance for all the three tasks: binary and ternary bias identification tasks, and hate speech detection. Each model not only shows different performances but also presents different characteristics.

Bias detection When it comes to the gender-bias detection, the task benefits more on CharCNN than BiLSTM since the bias label is highly correlated with frequent gender terms (e.g., he, she, man, woman, ...) in the dataset. It is known that Char-

CNN well captures the lexical components that are present in the document.

However, owing to that nature, CharCNN sometimes yields results that are overly influenced by the specific terms which cause false predictions. For example, the model fails to detect bias in “What a long life for a GAY” but guesses “I think she is the prettiest among all the celebs” to contain bias. CharCNN overlooks GAY while giving a wrong clue due to the existence of female pronouns, namely she in the latter.

Similar to the binary prediction task, CharCNN outperforms BiLSTM on ternary classification. Table 3 demonstrates that BiLSTM hardly identifies gender and other biases.

BERT detects both biases better than the other models. From the highest score obtained by BERT, we found that rich linguistic knowledge and semantic information is helpful for bias recognition.

We also observed that all the three models barely perform well on others (Table 3). To make up a system that covers the broad definition of other bias, it would be better to predict the label as the non-gender bias. For instance, it can be performed as a two-step prediction: the first step to distinguish whether the comment is biased or not and the second step to determine whether the biased comment is gender-related or not.

⁹https://github.com/SKTBrain/KoBERT
Hate speech detection  For hate speech detection, all models faced performance degradation compared to the bias classification task, since the task is more challenging. Nonetheless, BERT is still the most successful, and we conjecture that hate speech detection also utilizes high-level semantic features. The significant performance gap between term matching and BERT explains how much our approach compensates for the false predictions mentioned in Section 2.

Provided bias label prepend to each comment as a special token, BERT exhibits better performance. As illustrated in Figure 2, additional bias context helps the model to distinguish offensive and none clearly. This implies our observation on the correlation between bias and hate is empirically supported.

7 Conclusions

In this data paper, we provide an annotated corpus that can be practically used for analysis and modeling on Korean toxic language, including hate speech and social bias. In specific, we construct a corpus of a total of 9.4K comments from online entertainment news service.

Our dataset has been made publicly accessible with baseline models. We launch Kaggle competitions using the corpus, which may facilitate the studies on toxic speech and ameliorate the cyberbullying issues. We hope our initial efforts can be supportive not only to NLP for social good, but also as a useful resource for discerning implicit bias and hate in online languages.
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A Annotation Guideline

A.1 Existence of social bias

The first property is to note which social bias is implicated in the comment. Here, social bias means hasty guess or prejudice that ‘a person/group with a certain social identity will display a certain characteristic or act in a biased way’. The three labels of the question are as follows.

1. Is there a gender-related bias, either explicit or implicit, in the text?
   - If the text includes bias for gender role, sexual orientation, sexual identity, and any thoughts on gender-related acts (e.g., “Wife must be obedient to her husband’s words”, or “Homosexual person will be prone to disease.”)

2. Are there any other kinds of bias in the text?
   - Other kinds of factors that are considered not gender-related but social bias, including race, background, nationality, ethnic group, political stance, skin color, religion, handicaps, age, appearance, richness, occupations, the absence of military service experience, etc.

3. A comment that does not incorporate the bias

A.2 Amount of hate, insulting, or offense

The second property is how aggressive the comment is. Since the level of “aggressiveness” depends on the linguistic intuition of annotators, we set the following categorization to draw a borderline as precise as possible.

1. Is strong hate or insulting towards the article’s target or related figures, writers of the article or comments, etc. displayed in a comment?
   - In the case of insulting, it encompasses an expression that can severely harm the social status of the recipient.
   - In the case of hate, it is defined as an expression that displays aggressive stances towards individuals/groups with certain characteristics (gender role, sexual orientation, sexual identity, any thoughts on gender-related acts, race, background, nationality, ethnic group, political stance, skin color, religion, handicaps, age, appearance, richness, occupations, the absence of military service experience, etc.).
   - Additionally, it can include sexual harassment, notification of offensive rumors or facts, and coined terms for bad purposes or in bad use, etc.
   - Just an existence of bad words in the document does not always fall into this category.

---

10Frequently observable in Korea, where the military service is mandatory for males.
2. Although a comment is not as much hateful or insulting as the above, does it make the target or the reader feel offended?

- It may contain rude or aggressive contents, such as bad words, though not to the extent of hate or insult.
- It can emit sarcasm through rhetorical questions or irony.
- It may encompass an unethical expression (e.g., jokes or irrelevant questions regarding the figures who passed away).
- A comment conveying unidentified rumors can belong to this category.

3. A comment that does not incorporate any hatred or insulting

**B Model Configuration**

Note that each model’s configuration is the same for all tasks except for the last layer.

**B.1 CharCNN**

For character-level CNN, no specific tokenization was utilized. The sequence of Hangul characters was fed into the model at a maximum length of 150. The total number of characters was 1,685, including ‘[UNK]’ and ‘[PAD]’ token, and the embedding size was set to 300. 10 kernels were used, each with the size of [3,4,5]. At the final pooling layer, we used a fully connected network (FCN) of size 1,140, with a 0.5 dropout rate (Srivastava et al., 2014). The training was done for 6 epochs.

**B.2 BiLSTM**

For bidirectional LSTM, we had a vocab size of 4,322, with a maximum length of 256. We used BERT SentencePiece tokenizer (Kudo and Richardson, 2018). The width of the hidden layers was 512 (=256 × 2), with four stacked layers. The dropout rate was set to 0.3. An FCN of size 1,024 was appended to the BiLSTM output to yield the final softmax layer. We trained the model for 15 epochs.

**B.3 BERT**

For BERT, a built-in SentencePiece tokenizer of KoBERT was adopted, which was also used for BiLSTM. We set a maximum length at 256 and ran the model for 10 epochs.
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Abstract

We investigate whether pre-trained bidirectional transformers with sentiment and emotion information improve stance detection in long discussions of contemporary issues. As a part of this work, we create a novel stance detection dataset covering 419 different controversial issues and their related pros and cons collected by procon.org in nonpartisan format. Experimental results show that a shallow recurrent neural network with sentiment or emotion information can reach competitive results compared to fine-tuned BERT with 20× fewer parameters. We also use a simple approach that explains which input phrases contribute to stance detection.

1 Introduction

Stance detection identifies whether an opinion is in favor of an idea or opposes it. It has a tight connection with sentiment analysis; however, stance detection usually investigates the two-sided relationship between an opinion and a question. For example, ‘should abortion be legal?’ or ‘is human activity primarily responsible for global climate change?’

Contemporary debatable issues, even though non-political, usually carry some political weight and controversy. For example, legislators may allow soda vending machines in our school or consider obesity as a health issue that directly impacts soda manufacturers and insurance companies respectively. On a larger scale, an issue such as climate change is being discussed in US presidential debates constantly. Meanwhile, information about these issues is mostly one-sided and provided by left or right partisan resources. Such information forms public beliefs, has persuasive power, and promotes confirmation bias (Stanojevic et al., 2019), the humans’ tendency to search for the information which confirms their existing beliefs. Confirmation bias permits internet debates and promote discrimination, misinformation, and hate speech, all of which are emerging problems in user posts of social media platforms.

Although there are many attempts to automatic identification and removal of such contents from online platforms, the need for accessing bi-partisan information that cultivates critical thinking and avoids confirmation bias remains. In this regard, a few web sources, such as procon.org, present information in a non-partisan format and being used as a resource for improving critical thinking in educational training by teachers.

Here, we aim to improve such resources by automatic stance detection of pro or con-perspectives regarding a debatable issue. We extend our previous work (Hosseinia et al., 2019) by creating a new dataset from procon.org with 419 distinct issues and their two-sided perspectives annotated by its experts. Then, we leverage external knowledge to identify the stance of a perspective towards an issue that is mainly represented in the form of a question.

The latest progress in pre-trained language models (Howard and Ruder, 2018) and transformers (Devlin et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019) allows one to create general models with less amount of effort for task-specific text classification. In this work, we show that bidirectional transformers can produce competitive results even without fine-tuning by leveraging auxiliary sentiment and emotion information (Dragut et al., 2010). Experimental results show the effectiveness of our model and its remarkable performance. The model has a signif-

1www.procon.org/education.php
3https://github.com/marjanhs/procon20/
icantly smaller size compared to the BERT-base model.

The main contributions of this work are as following:

- Proposing a simple but efficient recurrent neural network that leverages sentence-wise sentiment or token-level emotion of input sequence with BERT representation for detecting the stance of a long perspective against its related question.
- Creating a novel dataset for stance detection with more than 6K instances.
- Explaining the word/phrase contribution of input sequence using max-pooling engagement score for stance detection.

2 Related Works

We group stance detection methods based on underlying data and approaches as follows:

- **Tweets** are collected from SemEval 2016, Task 6, (Mohammad et al., 2016) and organized in two categories. The first category, which represents a supervised setting, includes tweets that cover opinions about five topics, “Atheism”, “Climate Change”, “Feminist Movement”, “Hillary Clinton”, and “Legalization of Abortion”. The second category, which represents weakly supervised settings, includes tweets that cover one topic, but the training data is unlabeled.

- **Claims** are obtained from Wikipedia in (Bar-Haim et al., 2017). Each claim is defined as a brief statement that is often part of a Wikipedia sentence. The claim dataset contains 55 different topics.

- **Debates** are gathered from various online debate resources, including idebate, debatetwise and procon in the form of perspective, claim, and evidence for substantiated perspective discovery. 49 out of its 947 claims are from procon (Chen et al., 2019). Claims and perspectives are short sentences and have been used for stance detection in (Popat et al., 2019).

Current approaches on stance detection use different types of linguistic features, including word/character n-grams, dependency parse trees, and lexicons (Sun et al., 2018; Sridhar et al., 2015; Hasan and Ng, 2013; Walker et al.). There are also end-to-end neural network approaches that learn topics and opinions independently while joining them with memory networks (Mohtarami et al., 2018), bidirectional conditional LSTM (Augenstein et al., 2016), or neural attention (Du et al., 2017). There are also some neural network approaches that leverage lexical features (Riedel et al., 2017; Hanselowski et al., 2018). A consistency constraint is proposed to jointly model the topic and opinion using BERT architecture (Popat et al., 2019). It trains the whole massive network for label prediction. None of these approaches incorporate bidirectional transformers with sentiment and emotion in a shallow neural network as we propose in this paper. Additionally, our focus is to find the stance of 100-200 words long discussions, which are commonly present in nonpartisan format.

3 Dataset

We collect data from procon.org, a non-profit organization that presents opinions on controversial issues in a nonpartisan format. Issues (questions) and their related responses are professionally researched from different online platforms by its experts. The dataset covers 419 different detailed issues ranging from politics to sport and healthcare. The dataset instances are pairs of issues, in the form of questions, and their corresponding perspectives from proponents and opponents. Each perspective is either a pro or a con with 100-200 words that supports its claim with compelling arguments. Table 1 provides some examples of the questions from the dataset. The dataset statistics are also presented in Table 2. We may use the words opinion and perspective interchangeably as both refer to the same concept in this work.

4 Model

Utilizing pre-trained models has been widely popular in machine translation and various text classification tasks. Prior efforts were hindered by the lack of labeled data (Zhang et al., 2019). With the growth of successful pre-trained models, a model fine-tuned on a small portion of data can compete with models trained on 10× more training data without pre-training (Howard and Ruder, 2018). Recently, transformer models trained on both directions of language simultaneously, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and XLNet (Yang et al., 2019),
overcome previous unidirectional language models (e.g. ULMFiT (Howard and Ruder, 2018)) or models trained on two independent directions (ELMo) (Peters et al., 2018) significantly. So, we build our baselines based on BERT architecture in two different ways: single and pair of inputs. A question and its related opinion are concatenated for single inputs. However, for input pairs, the question and the opinion are being separated with the BERT separator tag [SEP]. This approach has been used for question-answering applications (Devlin et al., 2019).

Opinion is connected with sentiment and emotion (Schneider and Dragut, 2015). Moreover, prior efforts show the successful employment of linguistic features, extracted with external tools, in neural networks for emotional cognition (Yang et al., 2017). So, we leverage sentiment and emotion information separately with BERT representations obtained from the last BERT-base layer to form the input of a shallow recurrent neural network. In the following, we provide the details.

- Employing sentiment: We analyze how the sentiment of sentences in proponents’ and opponents’ opinions can affect stance detection. Accordingly, we use a rule-based sentiment tool, VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014), for obtaining the sentiment of a sentence. VADER translates its compound sentiment score, ranging from $-1$ to $+1$, into negative sentiment labels for scores $\leq -0.05$, positive labels for scores $\geq +0.05$, and neutral for the scores between $-0.05$ and $+0.05$.

Here, we compute sentence-wise sentiment using VADER to let the model learn the flow of sentiment across the opinion. So, each token borrows the sentiment of its correspond-
Table 2: Procon dataset statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th># of Topics</th>
<th># of Words</th>
<th># of Pro-perspectives</th>
<th># of Con-perspectives</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2,140</td>
<td>2,125</td>
<td>4,265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>1,219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ing sentence. Then, an embedding layer converts the discrete labels into \(d\)-dimensional vectors \((d = 768)\) using a randomly initialized matrix \(W_{3 \times d}\); These representations are concatenated with BERT token embeddings to form the bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) input \((x_t\) for token \(t\)):

\[
x_t = [h^B_{t}; e^s_{t}],
\]

\[
z_t = \overrightarrow{\text{GRU}}(x_t),
\]

\[
u = [\text{avg-pool}(Z); \text{max-pool}(Z); z_T],
\]

\[
y = \text{softmax}(Wu + b)
\]

For an input sequence with \(T\) tokens, \(h^B_{t}\) is the hidden state of the last BERT-base layer corresponding to the input token at time \(t\), \(e^s_{t}\) is sentiment embedding of the token, \([;]\) denotes concatenation operator, \(Z = [z_i]_i=1^T\), and \(W, b\) are parameters of a fully connected layer.

Recall that our task is to identify the stance of long opinions; So, important information towards the final stance might be anywhere in the opinion. Because of that, we collect such information from the recurrent hidden states of all input tokens using max and average-pooling. Max-pooling returns a vector with maximum weights across all hidden states of input tokens for each dimension. In this way, the input tokens with higher weights will be engaged for stance prediction. Aside from that, the last hidden state of the recurrent network \((z_T)\) is concatenated with the pooled information \((u)\). Finally, a dense layer transforms vector \(u\) into the class dimension. Figure 1 shows the model architecture.

We refer to this model as VADER-Sent-GRU and report the experimental results in Section 6.

- Employing emotion: We take a similar approach to engage emotion information for stance detection using the NRC emotion lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013). The Lexicon is collected by crowdsourcing and consists of English words with their eight basic emotions including anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust. So, the GRU input is a concatenation of BERT representation with emotion embedding (gained from a \(9 \times d\) matrix with random initialization; one dimension is added for neutral emotion). Here, we use unidirectional GRU as it shows more stable results in our pilot experiments.

5 Experiments

In this section, we describe the corresponding baselines followed by the training setup.

5.1 Baselines

We use the following baselines utilized in opinion mining including sentiment analysis and stance detection:

- BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) followed by a non-linear transformation on a dense layer is used for downstream stance detection. Here, the whole network is fine-tuned and all 12 BERT-base layers’ weights will be updated in back-propagation. The information is pooled from the final hidden state of the classification token \((h^B_{[cls]}\) after passing a fully connected layer with non-linear activation \((\tanh)\). Then, a classifier layer shrinks the activations to a binary dimension.

\[
x = \tanh(W^p h^B_{[cls]} + b^p),
\]

\[
y = W^c x + b^c
\]

where \(W^c, W^p, b^p,\) and \(b^c\) are the layers’ parameters.

- BERT\text{CONS} is a BERT base model that considers two different inputs using a perspective and its respective claim (Popat et al., 2019). The first input is similar to BERT sentence model’s, [CLS] claim [SEP] perspective...
and the second one is the sequence of \([\text{CLS}] \text{ claim } [\text{SEP}]\). Each input will be given to the BERT model separately. The goal is to incorporate the consistency between the representation of the perspective and claim using cosine distance of the two inputs. Accordingly, the following loss (loss_c) is added to the regular cross-entropy loss of the BERT model:

\[
    \text{loss}_c = \begin{cases} 
    1 - \cos(X^{\text{C}}, X^{(\text{C};P)}), & y=\text{pro} \\
    \max(0, \cos(X^{\text{C}}, X^{(\text{C};P)})), & y=\text{con}
    \end{cases}
\]

where \(X^{\text{C}}\) and \(X^{(\text{C};P)}\) are the final hidden state representations corresponding to the [CLS] token of the BERT model for the specified input. In our experiments, we replace the underlying question of a perspective with the claim in the two input sequences.

- **XML-CNN model** consists of three convolution layers with kernel size=(2, 4, 8). With a dynamic max-pooling layer, crucial information is extracted across the document. XML-CNN was able to beat most of its deep neural network baselines in six benchmark datasets (Liu et al., 2017). We use, BERT, Word2vec, and FastText (Mikolov et al., 2018) embeddings for input tokens.

- **AWD-LSTM** is a weight-dropped LSTM that deploys DropConnect on hidden-to-hidden weights as a form of recurrent regularization (Merity et al., 2017). Word2vec Embedding is used for its input.

We define the corresponding hidden states of the last BERT layer as BERT embedding/representation of input sequence for both single and pair of inputs mode.

### 5.2 Training

We develop our code based on the Hedwig⁴ implementation and train the models on 30 epochs with batch size=8. We apply early stopping technique to avoid overfitting during training. Training is stopped after 5 consequent epochs of no improvement of the highest F1 score. We inspect the test set on the model with the best F1 score of development set and keep the settings for BERT the same as the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pair of Input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>76.49</td>
<td>75.37</td>
<td>75.92*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTCONS</td>
<td>70.34</td>
<td>81.24</td>
<td>75.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML-CNN(BERT)</td>
<td>68.48</td>
<td>82.22</td>
<td>74.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADER-Sent-GRU</td>
<td>69.14</td>
<td>86.62</td>
<td>76.90*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-Emotion-GRU</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>79.45</td>
<td>76.51*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Unary Input            |      |     |     |
|------------------------|      |     |     |
| BERT                   | 73.89| 76.18| 75.02 |
| AWD-LSTM(Word2Vec)     | 65.93| 73.25| 69.40 |
| XML-CNN(Word2Vec)      | 58.30| 83.03| 68.51 |
| XML-CNN(FastText)      | 66.85| 77.32| 71.71 |
| XML-CNN(BERT)          | 70.30| 79.93| 74.81 |
| VADER-Sent-GRU         | 66.36| 82.38| 73.51 |
| NRC-Emotion-GRU        | 68.46| 83.20| 75.11 |

We apply McNemar’s test to measure whether the disagreement between the predictions of the two models is statistically significant. Among the models with pairs of input, VADER-Sent-GRU gains the highest recall and F1 score. It indicates that the external knowledge gained from a massive corpus, fine-tuned on 20× fewer parameters and enriched with sentiment information can compete with the original architecture (75.92 vs 76.90, \(p < 0.0001\) ). As the model is significantly smaller, it trains faster and needs fewer resources for training. NRC-Emotion-GRU, highlighted in gray, achieves the second-highest F1 score among the models; It reveals that adding emotion information improves stance detection (75.92 vs 76.51,

⁴https://github.com/castorini/hedwig
Table 4: Effect of sentiment and emotion in our models with pair of input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VADER-Sent-GRU</td>
<td>69.14</td>
<td>86.62</td>
<td>76.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>72.18</td>
<td>78.30</td>
<td>75.12(1.78 ↓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC-Emotion-GRU</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>79.45</td>
<td>76.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>69.14</td>
<td>83.69</td>
<td>75.72(0.79 ↓)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: A pro-perspective

Question: Is drinking milk healthy for humans?
Top words: nutrients, calcium, niacin, riboflavin, and pantothenic

Table 6: A con-perspective

Question: Do electronic voting machines improve the voting process?
Top words: vulnerabilities, investment, standpoint, crashes, malicious software, and tampering

\( p < 0.001 \). However, employing sentiment information is more helpful than emotion in detecting the stance of opinions with compelling arguments (76.51 vs 76.90, \( p < 0.0001 \)).

Unlike the superiority of BERT\textsubscript{CONS} over BERT reported in (Popat et al., 2019), we do not see a similar performance here. BERT\textsubscript{CONS} uses cosine similarity between the BERT representations of [claim] and [perspective; claim] in the loss function such that their representations become similar when per-
perspective supports the claim and dissimilar when it opposes the claim. This method works for claims and perspectives of the Perspectrum dataset where the two input components are short sentences with 5 – 10 words long. However, in our dataset, we have a question and its perspective that spans multiple sentences. So, forcing the model to make the BERT representations of [question] and [perspective; question] similar or dissimilar, according to the stance, harms the model training. Because the input components have different characteristics utilizing this method results in lower performance than the base model (BERT).

Next, we present some experiments to better understand the model’s units.

6.1 Effect of Sentiment and Emotion

As stated in Section 4, our recurrent models (VADER-Sent-GRU and NRC-Emotion-GRU) employ sentiment and emotion information of tokens respectively. To see the effect of learning the flow of sentiment and emotion across an opinion, we lift their embeddings from the input of the models. So, GRU and GRU are unidirectional and bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units network respectively, followed by pooling and classification layers:

\[
x_t = h_t^{BERT},
\]

\[
z_t = \text{GRU}(x_t),
\]

\[
u = [\text{avg-pool}(Z); \text{max-pool}(Z); z_T],
\]

\[
y = \text{softmax}(Wu + b)
\]

Similarly, for an input sequence with \( T \) tokens, \( h_T^{BERT} \) is the hidden state of the last BERT layer corresponding to the input token at time \( t \), \( Z = [z_i]_{i=1}^{T} \), and \( W, b \) are parameters of a fully connected layer.

According to the results in Table 4, both precision and F1 score reduce for the model without emotion (GRU); however, we see a reduction in recall and F1 in the model after lifting sentiment (GRU) indicating that integrating sentence-wise sentiment and token-level emotion impact stance detection. We also provide the average sentiment score of the perspectives regarding five different questions in Figure 2. The figure shows the difference between the sentiment of the two stance classes in each issue resulting in a better stance classification. In the next part, we analyze the effect of pooling.

### 6.2 Pooling Explanation

In (Popat et al., 2019), authors find the most important phrases of input by removing phrases from the sequence and finding the ones with maximum effect on misclassification. In our model, we find the crucial information engaged in identifying the stance of a perspective using the max-pooling operation applied to the output sequence of recurrent neural networks (see Section 4). We hypothesize that the more a token is engaged in max-pooling, the more critical the token is for final stance prediction.

Tables 5 and 6 show the heatmap plots of two test instances. The number in each square is the engagement score, the frequency of the presence of a token in max-pooling operation. Darker colors show a higher frequency and indicate how the model identifies the stance across the perspective towards a question. The underlying question in Table 5 asks ‘Is drinking milk healthy for humans?’ According to its figure, we find sub-tokens of nutrients, calcium, niacin, riboflavin, and pantothenic with high scores. All of these words are positively aligned with the final (pro) stance; Specifically, the last three words are a type of Vitamin B. In another example in Table 6, the question is ‘Do electronic voting machines improve the voting process?’ Its corresponding heatmap displays sub-tokens of vulnerabilities, investment, standpoint, crashes, malicious software, and tampering with high scores; all of which are almost consistent with the perspective’s (con) stance.

Similarly, we find the most important words/phrases, regarding their engagement score, for a few other examples of the test set that are correctly classified. The sub-tokens of these phrases have the highest frequency in max-pooling operation. We add (pro) or (con) at the end of each phrase list to indicate the stance of their respective perspective.

- Should students have to wear school uniforms? uniforms restrict students’ freedom of expression (con)
- Are social networking sites good for our society? lead to stress and offline relationship (con)
- Should recreational marijuana be legal? legalization, odious occasion (con)
Figure 2: Average VADER sentiment scores across five different issues. In each issue the first bar belongs to proponents and the second bar belongs to the opponents

- What are the pros and cons of milk’s effect on cancer? Dairy consumption is linked with rising death rates from prostate cancer (con)
- Is human activity responsible for climate change? Significant, because, (likely greater than 95 percent probability) (pro)
- Is obesity a disease? No question that obesity is a disease, blood sugar is not functioning properly, dysregulation, diabetes (pro)
- Is the death penalty immoral? Anymore, failed policy (pro)

The above list shows that the stance-related phrases have been well identified by the model in the pooling step.

7 Conclusion

We propose a model that leverages BERT representation with sentiment or emotion information for stance detection. We create a new dataset for the perspectives that are as long as a paragraph covering a wide variety of contemporary topics. The experiments on our benchmark dataset highlight the effect of emotion and sentiment in stance prediction. The model can improve BERT base performance with significantly fewer parameters. We also explain the contribution of essential phrases of perspectives in detecting their stance using max-pooling operation.
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Abstract

We propose the task of emotion style transfer, which is particularly challenging, as emotions (here: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) are on the fence between content and style. To understand the particular difficulties of this task, we design a transparent emotion style transfer pipeline based on three steps: (1) select the words that are promising to be substituted to change the emotion (with a brute-force approach and selection based on the attention mechanism of an emotion classifier), (2) find sets of words as candidates for substituting the words (based on lexical and distributional semantics), and (3) select the most promising combination of substitutions with an objective function which consists of components for content (based on BERT sentence embeddings), emotion (based on an emotion classifier), and fluency (based on a neural language model). This comparably straightforward setup enables us to explore the task and understand in what cases lexical substitution can vary the emotional load of texts, how changes in content and style interact and if they are at odds. We further evaluate our pipeline quantitatively in an automated and an annotation study based on Tweets and find, indeed, that simultaneous adjustments of content and emotion are conflicting objectives: as we show in a qualitative analysis motivated by Scherer’s emotion component model, this is particularly the case for implicit emotion expressions based on cognitive appraisal or descriptions of bodily reactions.

1 Introduction

Humans are capable of saying the same thing in many ways. Careful lexical choices can re-shape a concept in different modes of presentation, giving it a humourous tone, for example, or some degree of formality, or a rap vibe. This type of linguistic creativity has recently been mirrored in the task of textual style transfer, where a stylistic variation is induced on an existing piece of text. The core idea is that texts have a content and a style, and that it is possible to keep the one while changing the other.

Past work on style transfer has targeted attributes (or styles) like sentiment (Dai et al., 2019) and tense (Hu et al., 2017), producing a rich literature on deep generative models that disentangle the content and the style of an input text, and subsequently condition generation towards a desired style (Fu et al., 2018; Shen et al., 2017; Prabhumoye et al., 2018). With this paper, we propose a non-binary style transfer setting, namely emotion style transfer, in which the target corresponds to one emotion (following Ekman’s fundamental emotions of anger, fear, joy, surprise, sadness, and disgust). Further, this setting is particularly challenging as emotions are on the fence between content and style. To the best of our knowledge, this type of attribute has been explored only to some degree by the unpublished work by Smith et al. (2019), who transfer text towards 20 affect-related styles. Emotions received more attention in conditioned text generation (Ghosh et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019).

To explore the challenges of emotion style transfer (for which we depict an example in Figure 1), we develop a transparent pipeline based on lexical substitution (in contrast to a black-box neural encoder/decoder approach), in which we first (1) select those words that are promising to be changed to adapt the target style, (2) find candidates that may substitute these words, (3) select the best combination regarding content similarity to original

Figure 1: An example of emotion transfer performed with lexical substitution.
input, target style, and fluency. As we will see, this straight-forward approach is promising while it still enables to understand the changes to the text and their function.

Emotions are not only interesting from the point of view that they contribute to content and style. They are also a comparatively well-investigated phenomenon with a rich literature in psychology. For instance, Scherer (2005) states that emotions consist of different components, namely a cognitive appraisal, bodily symptoms, a subjective feeling, expression, and action tendencies. Descriptions of all these components can be realized in natural language to communicate a specific private emotional state. We argue (and analyze based on examples later) that a report of a feeling (“I am happy”) might be challenging in a different way than descriptions of bodily reactions (“I am sweating”) or events (“My dog was overrun by a car”).

With our white-box approach of style transfer and the evaluation on the novel task of emotion transfer, we address the following research questions: To what extent can lexical substitution modulate the emotional leaning of text? What is its limitation (e.g., by changing the emotion “style”, does content change as well)? Our results show that the success of this approach, both in terms of style change and content preservation, depends on the strategies used for selection and substitution, and that emotion transfer is a viable task to address. Further, we see in a qualitative analysis that what an emotion classification model bases its decisions on might not be sufficient to guide a style transfer method. This becomes evident when we compare how transfer is realized across types of emotion expressions, corresponding to specific components of Scherer’s model.

Our implementation is available at http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/lexicalemotiontransfer.

2 Related Work

2.1 Emotion Analysis

In the field of psychology, the two main emotion traditions are categorical models and the strand that focuses on the continuous nature of humans’ affect (Scherer, 2005). Emotions are grouped into categories corresponding to emotion terms, some of which are prototypical experiences shared across cultures. For Ekman (1992), they are anger, joy, surprise, disgust, fear and sadness; on top of these, Plutchik (2001) adds anticipation and trust. Posner et al. (2005), instead locates emotions along interval scales of affect components (valence, arousal, dominance).

These studies have also influenced computational approaches to emotions, whose preliminary requirement is to follow a specific conceptualization coming from psychology, in order to determine the number and type of emotion classes to research in language. Emotion analysis in natural language processing has mainly established itself as a classification task, aimed at assigning a text to the emotion it expresses (Alm et al., 2005). It has been conducted on a variety of corpora that encompass different types of annotations, based on one of the established emotion models mentioned above. Such studies also differ with respect to the textual genres they consider, ranging from from tweets (Mohammad et al., 2017; Klinger et al., 2018) to literary texts (Kim et al., 2017).

While emotion classification approaches have been used to guide controlled generation of text (Ghosh et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019), computationally modelling emotions has not yet been applied to style transfer. After describing a method to address such task, we analyse its performance by leveraging Scherer’s component model: emotions are underlied by various dimensions of cognitive appraisal, which can be differently expressed in text and may pose different challenges for style transfer.

2.2 Style Transfer

Most of the recently published approaches to style transfer make use of artificial neural network architectures, in which some latent semantic representation is the backbone of the system. For instance, Prabhumoye et al. (2018) use neural back-translation to encode the content of text while reducing its stylistic properties, and later decoding it with a specific target style. Gong et al. (2019) evaluate paraphrases regarding their fluency, similarity to the input text and expression of a desired target style, and use this as feedback in a reinforcement learning approach. Li et al. (2018) combine rules with neural methods to explicitly encode attribute markers of the target style.

Such transfer methods have been applied to a variety of styles, including sentiment (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018) and a num-
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1 A comprehensive list of available emotion datasets and annotation schemes can be found in Bostan and Klinger (2018).
ber of affect-related variables (Smith et al., 2019). Other examples include text genres (Lee et al., 2019; Jhamtani et al., 2017), romanticism (Li et al., 2018), politeness/offensiveness and formality (Senrich et al., 2016; Nogueira dos Santos et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019).

One of the earliest methods that targets sentiment is proposed by Guerini et al. (2008), who change, add and delete sentiment-related words in a lexical substitution framework. Their strategy to retrieve candidate substitutes is informed by a thesaurus and an emotion dictionary: the first facilitates the extraction of substitutes standing in a specific semantic relation to the input words, the other allows to pick those words that have the desired valence score. Following this approach, Whitehead and Cavedon (2010) filter out ungrammatical expressions resulting from lexical substitution.

Like some works mentioned above, we adopt the view that emotions can be transferred by focusing on specific words, we use WordNet as a source of lexical substitutes, and we consider the three objectives of fluency, similarity and the presence of the target style. Moreover, we opt for a more interpretable solution than neural strategies, as we aim at pointing out what leads to a successful transfer, and what, on the contrary, prevents it.

### 2.3 Paraphrase Generation through Lexical Substitution

Lexical substitution received some attention independent of style transfer, as it is useful for a range of applications, like paraphrase generation and text summarisation (Dagan et al., 2006). This task, which was formulated by McCarthy and Navigli (2007) and implemented as part of the SemEval-2007 workshop, consists in finding lexical substitutes close in meaning to the original word, given its context within a sentence. The task has mainly been addressed using handcrafted and crowdsourced thesauri, such as WordNet, in order to retrieve lexical substitutes (Martinez et al., 2007; Sinha and Mihalcea, 2014; Kremer et al., 2014; Biemann, 2013). Moreover, it has been approached with distributional spaces, where the embeddings of the candidate substitutes of a target word can be found, and they can be ranked according to their similarity to the target embedding (Zhao et al., 2007; Hassan et al., 2007), as well as the similarity of their contextual information (Melamud et al., 2015).

In the present paper, we follow a similar progression: we retrieve candidates for lexical substitution in WordNet; then, in our more advanced systems, we switch to embedding-based retrieval models.

## 3 Methods

Emotion transfer can be seen as a task in which a sentence $s$ is paraphrased, and the result of this operation exhibits a different emotion than $s$, specifically, a target emotion. We address emotion transfer with a pipeline in which each unit contributes to the creation of emotionally loaded paraphrases.

The pipeline is shown in Figure 2. First is a selection component, which identifies the tokens in $s$ that are to be changed. Then, the substitution component takes care of the actual substitution. It is responsible for finding candidate substitutes for the tokens that have been selected, producing paraphrases of the input sentence. Importantly, paraphrases are over-generated: at this stage of the pipeline, the output is likely to include sentences that do not express the target emotion. Paraphrases are then scored and re-ranked in the last, objective component, which picks up the “best” output.

### 3.1 Selection

This component identifies those tokens from a sentence $s = t_1, \ldots, t_n$ that will be substituted later, and groups them into selections $S = \{S_i\}$, where each $S_i$ consists of tokens, $S_i = \{t_i, \ldots, t_j\}$ ($1 \leq i, j \leq n$). We experiment with two selection strategies, in which the maximal number of tokens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence $s$</th>
<th>Target Emotion $\hat{e}$</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Substitution</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Variation $s'$ with $\hat{e}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“He is young”</td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is young”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is immature”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“He is immature”</td>
<td>“He is youthful”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is youthful”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is immature”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“He is youthful”</td>
<td>“He is immature”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is immature”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“He is youthful”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Pipeline model architecture. The selection module marks tokens to substitute, the substitution module retrieves candidates and perform substitution. The objective ranks and scores variations.
in one selection is \( p \) and the maximal number of selections is \( q (p, q \in \mathbb{N}) \).

**Brute-Force.** This baseline selection strategy picks each token separately, therefore, we obtain \( n \) selections, one for each token, i.e., \( S = \{\{t_1\}, \ldots, \{t_n\}\} (p = 1, q = n) \).

**Attention-based.** To pick words that are likely to influence the (current and target) emotion of a sentence, we exploit an emotion classification model to inform the selection strategy. We train a biLSTM with a self-attention mechanism (Baziotis et al., 2018) and then select those words with a high attention weight to be in the set of selections. To avoid a combinatorial explosion, we consider the \( k \) tokens with highest attention weights and add all possible combinations of up to \( p \) tokens. Therefore, \( q = |S| = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \binom{i}{p} \).

As an example, possible selections in the sentence from Figure 1 for \( k = 3, p = 2 \) would be \( S = \{\{\text{soul-crushing}\}, \{\text{drudgery}\}, \{\text{plagues}\}, \{\text{soul-crushing, drudgery}\}, \{\text{soul-crushing, plagues}\}, \{\text{drudgery, plagues}\}\} \).

### 3.2 Substitution

The selections \( S \) are then passed to the substitution model together with part-of-speech information. Two tasks are fulfilled by this component: substitution candidates are found for the tokens of each \( S_i \), and the substitution is done by replacing those candidate tokens at position \( i, \ldots, j \) in the input sentence \( s \). The next paragraphs detail our strategies for candidate retrieval. We compare a lexical semantics and two distributional semantics-based methods.

**WordNet Retrieval.** In the WordNet-based method (Fellbaum, 1998), we retrieve the synsets for the respective selected token with the assigned part of speech. Candidates for substitution are the neighboring synsets with the hyponym and hypernym relation (for verbs and nouns) and antonym and synonym relation (for adjectives).

Note that we do not perform word-sense disambiguation prior to retrieving the base synsets. Accordingly, the sense of the selected token in the context of the source sentence and the sense of some retrieved candidates may be different. This is in line with the design of the pipeline and we expect irrelevant forms to be penalised in the objective component.

**Distributional Retrieval – Uninformed.** In the “Distributional Retrieval – Uninformed” setting, we retrieve \( u \) substitution candidates based on the cosine similarity in a vector space. To build the vector space, we employ pre-trained word embeddings.\(^3\) They are the same that are used for training the emotion classifier responsible for retrieving attention scores in the selection stage.

**Distributional Retrieval – Informed.** A disadvantage of the uniformed method mentioned before might be that the selected \( u \) substitutions for each token might not contain words with the targeted emotional orientation. In this approach, we slightly change the substitution selection process by first retrieving a list of \( u \) most similar tokens from the vector space. Based on this list, which is presumably of sufficient similarity to the selected token, we select those \( v \) relevant for the target emotion.

Let \( E \) be the set of emotion categories and \( \hat{e} \in E \) the target emotion (with vector representation \( \hat{e} \)). Further, let \( \bar{e} \) be the centroid of concepts associated with the respective emotion, as retrieved from the NRC emotion dictionary (Mohammad and Turney, 2013). From the list of semantically similar \( u \) candidates \( c \) for one token to be substituted, we select the \( v \) top scoring ones via

\[
\text{score}(c, \hat{e}) = \cos(\hat{e}, c) - \frac{1}{|E| - 1} \sum_{\hat{e} \in E \setminus \hat{e}} \cos(\hat{e}, c).
\]

### 3.3 Objective

The set of candidate paraphrases produced at substitution time, based on the selections, are an over-generation which might not be fluent, diverge from the original meaning, and might not contain the target emotion. To select those paraphrases which do not have such unwanted properties, we select those with the desired properties based on an objective function \( f(\cdot) \) which consists of three components for fluency of the paraphrase \( s' \), semantic similarity between the original sentence \( s \) and the paraphrase \( s' \), and the target emotion \( \hat{e} \) of the paraphrase, therefore

\[
f(s, s', \hat{e}) = \lambda_1 \cdot \text{emo}(s', \hat{e}) + \lambda_2 \cdot \text{sim}(s, s') + \lambda_3 \cdot \text{flu}(s').
\]

The paraphrase with the highest final score is selected as the result of the emotion transfer process (\( \sum \lambda_i = 1 \)).

\(^3\)300 dimensional embeddings, available at https://github.com/cbaziotis/ntua-slp-semeval2018
**Emotion Score.** To obtain a score for the target emotion \( \hat{e} \) we use an emotion classification model (the same as for the attention selection procedure) in which the last layer is a fully connected layer of size \(|E|\) and the output layer is a softmax. Let \( g \) represent the classification model that takes a sequence of tokens \( s \) and an emotion \( e \) as inputs and produces the activation for \( e \) in the final layer. Therefore,

\[
\text{emo}(s', \hat{e}) = \frac{\exp(g(s', \hat{e}))}{\sum_{e \in E} \exp(g(s', e))}.
\]

**Similarity Score.** To keep the semantic similarity as much as possible between the input sentence \( s \) and the candidate paraphrase \( s' \), we calculate the cosine similarity between the respective sentence embeddings, based on the pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019), in the implementation provided by Wolf et al. (2019). We conceptualize BERT as a mapping function that takes a sequence of tokens \( s \) as input and produces a hidden vector representation for each token. The sentence embeddings \( r \) are obtained by averaging over all hidden vectors.\(^4\) Therefore,

\[
\text{sim}(s, s') = \cos(r, r').
\]

**Fluency Score.** To avoid that tokens are substituted with words which do not fit in the context, we include a language model which scores the paraphrase \( s' \) (similar to Zhao et al., 2018). This model assesses the fluency by perplexity using GPT (Radford et al., 2018), an autoregressive neural language model based on the transformer architecture, which allows us to read the probability of the next token in a sentence given its history. We use a pretrained version of the model provided by Wolf et al. (2019). The perplexity as the average negative log probability over the tokens of our variation sentence \( s' \) is

\[
\text{perplexity}(s') = \frac{1}{n - 1} \sum_{i}^{n-1} - \log(P(t_{i+1}|t_1, \ldots, t_i)).
\]

Since we are dealing with negative log values, a low perplexity score indicates high probability and therefore high fluency. In order to obtain our final fluency score, we normalize the perplexity to the range \([0, 1]\) and reverse the polarity. To this end, we use the highest perplexity score (perplexity\(_{\text{max}}\)) and lowest perplexity score (perplexity\(_{\text{min}}\)) that we retrieve among all variation sentences created for our input sentence as scaling factors:

\[
\text{flu}(s') = \frac{\text{perplexity}(s') - \text{perplexity}_{\text{min}}}{\text{perplexity}_{\text{max}} - \text{perplexity}_{\text{min}}}.
\]

4 Experiments

Having established the general pipeline, we move on to the question whether our strategies for selection and substitution actually produce variations with the desired emotion (RQ1). In addition, we examine the interaction between the emotion connotation of the paraphrases and their similarity to the inputs (RQ2). These questions are answered in an automatic and a human evaluation.

4.1 Setting

We instantiate and compare four model configurations for lexical substitution with different combinations of selection and substitution components. These are designed such that we can compare the selection procedure separately from the substitution component.

- **Bf+WN:** We select isolated words in the brute-force configuration and substitute those with the WordNet-based approach.
- **At+WN:** To compare if the attention mechanism is more powerful in finding relevant words to be substituted, we change the brute force selection to the attention-based method. Here, we consider the tokens with the \( k = 2 \) highest attention scores and combine them to selections with a maximum of \( p = 2 \) tokens in each selection.
- **At+Un:** We keep the attention mechanism for selection with \( k = 2 \) and \( p = 2 \), but vary the substitution component to select \( u = 150 \) candidates based on semantic similarity. As embedding space, we employ the same pre-trained embeddings we use for training the emotion classifier responsible for retrieving attention weights and calculating emotion scores. The number of variations created amounts to \( \sum_{i=1}^{p} \binom{k}{i} u^i = 2 \cdot 150 + 1 \cdot 150^2 = 22800 \).
- **At+In:** While the model configuration At+Un generates many possibly irrelevant variations, this model makes informed decisions on how to substitute: we keep the selection as in At+Un, but exchange the substitution method with the informed
strategy. Specifically, \( u = 100 \) candidates are found based on their semantic similarity to the token to be substituted, and among those, \( v = 25 \) tokens are subselected based on their emotion-informed score, leading to \( \sum_{i=1}^{p} \binom{3}{i} v^i = 3 \cdot 25 + 3 \cdot 25^2 = 1950 \) variations (with \( k = 3, p = 2 \)). To inform this method about emotion in the embedding space, we use the NRC emotion dictionary (Mohammad and Turney, 2013).

**Automatic Evaluation.** The main goal of the automatic evaluation is to compare the potential of increasing the probability that the paraphrase contains the target emotion. To achieve that, we compare the four pipeline configurations, but only use the emotion score as the objective function to pick the best candidate. We use 1000 uniformly sampled Tweets from the corpus TEC (Mohammad, 2012). The emotion classification model used for scoring is trained on the same corpus using pre-trained Twitter embeddings provided by Baziotis et al. (2018).\(^5\) We use the attention scores obtained from this model for our attention-based selection method. As embedding space for the At+Un and At+In models, we use the same embeddings. As we transfer to the six emotions annotated in TEC, we obtain 6,000 paraphrases with At+Un and At+In and 5,904 with Bf+WN and At+WN (the latter due to non-English words which are not found in WordNet).

**Human Evaluation.** The goal of the human evaluation is to verify the automatic results (the potential of the selection and substitution components). Further, we compare the association of the paraphrase with the target emotion. To compare a basic setup and the most promising setup, we use \( \text{emo}(s', e) \) and \( \text{sim}(s, s') \) for Bf+WN, At+WN, and At+Un and flu\( (s') \) in addition for At+In. This evaluation is based on 100 randomly sampled Tweets for which we ensure that they are single sentences from TEC. The annotation of emotion connotation and similarity to the original text is then setup as a best-worst-scaling experiment (Louviere et al., 2015), in which each of our two annotators is presented with one paraphrase for each of the four configurations, all for the same emotion (randomly chosen as well). Note that in contrast to best-worst scaling used for annotation as, e.g., in emotion intensity corpus creation (Mohammad et al., 2018), where textual instances are scored, here the instances change from quadruple to quadruple, but the originating configurations remain the same and receive the score. The agreement calculated with Spearman correlation of both annotators is \( \rho = 1 \) for the emotion connotation and \( \rho = 0.8 \) for semantic similarity.

### 4.2 Results

**RQ1: What is the potential of emotion transfer with lexical substitution?** We answer RQ1 by inspecting how likely the paraphrases are to contain the desired emotion and first turn to the automatic evaluation. Figure 3 shows the results. Each radar plot indicates the extent to which the paraphrases of each configuration express the tar-
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\(^5\)https://github.com/cbaziotis/ntua-slp-semeval2018
get emotions. The average probability of the target emotion in the best paraphrases of Bf+WN is 0.3717, indicating that this method has a slightly higher potential than At+WN (0.3668); still, the shape of their plots is comparable. When we compare the substitution method while keeping the selection fixed (At+WN, At+Un, At+In), we see that the distributional methods show a clear increase (0.5807 and 0.5591 average target emotion probability).

In the manual evaluation, we see in Figure 4 (in blue) that the results are in line with the automatic evaluation. Instances originating from At+In are most often chosen as the best results, followed by At+Un and Bf+WN. At+WN scores the worst in human evaluation. Note that the best-worst-scaling results cannot directly be compared to automatic evaluation measures obtained with an automatic text classifier.

**RQ2: Is semantic content preserved when changing the emotional orientation?** We answer this research question based on the human annotation experiment, with the results in Figure 4. Contrary to the results on the transfer potential, Bf is judged as the most efficient selection strategy for content preservation, while At configurations are dispreferred. The ones based on distributional substitution appear to be worse compared to solutions leveraging WordNet. This shows that Bf provides a lower degree of freedom to the substitution component. The attention mechanism finds the relevant words to be substituted, but the annotators perceive these changes also as a change to the content.

To sum up, highest transfer potential is reached with a combination of attention-based selection, and distributional substitution. The fact that the latter surpasses WordNet-based retrieval may be traced back to the richness of embedding spaces, where substitution candidates can be found which have a higher semantic variability than those found in the thesaurus, and hence, have more varied emotional connotations. In addition, the distributional strategy performing better is the emotion-informed one (0.2 in Figure 4). This suggests that accessing emotion information during substitution is beneficial. The performance of this configuration is exemplified in Table 1, and further discussed in the qualitative analysis.

By comparing the two human trials, it emerges that no configuration excels in both emotion transfer and meaning preservation. In the second case, Attention-based configurations are largely downplayed by Bf+WN. Therefore, to tackle RQ2, the more a system changes emotions, the less it preserves content.

### Table 1: Examples of paraphrases produced with At+Inf for different target emotions, using all three components of the objective function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>surprises are great when the person is surprised!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output for Sadness</td>
<td>depresses are great when the person is disappointed!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>love watching my daughter be so excited around christmas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output for Anger</td>
<td>detest watching my daughter be so annoyed around christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now turn to a more qualitative analysis of the results. Due to space restrictions, we show examples for the four pipeline configurations, all with the same objective function emo(·) + sim(·) + flu(·) and a comparison of the At+In model with different objective functions in supplementary material upon acceptance of this paper. Here, in Figure 2, we focus on a discussion of those cases which we consider particularly difficult, though common in everyday communication of emotions. In the selection of these examples, we follow the emotion component model of Scherer (2005) and use two examples, which correspond to a direct (explicit) communication of a subjective feeling (Ex, ID 1, 2), the description of a bodily reaction (BR, ID 3, 4), and a description of an event for which an emotion is developed based on a cognitive appraisal (Ap, ID 5, 6).

The examples which communicate an emotion directly are challenging because there is no other content available than the emotion that is described (ID 1, 2). The model has the choice to exchange two out of three words, and in nearly all cases, it choses to keep “i” and replaces the verb and the emotion word. While the latter is replaced appropriately, the verb is in most cases not substituted in a grammatically correct way. We see here that the emotion classification component in the objective function outrules the language model. This illustrates one fundamental issue with presumably all existing affect-related style transfer method: the original emotion is turned into the target emotion,
but their intensities do not correspond.

In the examples which describe a bodily reaction (ID 3, 4), we see that the attention mechanism does not allow the words “over my face” or “trembling” to change. Instead, it finds the other words more likely to be substituted – the classifier is not informed about the meaning of “trembling” and “over my face”. The substituted words make sense, but content and fluency are sacrificed again for the maximal emotion intensity available.

Similarly, the emotion classifier and therefore the associated attention mechanism do not find “close to the street” to be relevant to develop an emotion (ID 5). Instead, other words are exchanged to introduce the target emotion. These issues are mostly due to issues in the emotion classification module. Further, we see that the substitution and selection elements might have a higher chance to perform well if they considered phrases instead of isolated words.

We observe a lack of fluency in many of our output sentences, which we attribute to a dominance of the emotion classifier score. Adapting the weights of the scores in the objective might have potential, however, our findings might suggest that content, emotion and fluency are in conflict with each other – and that obtaining a particular emotion is only possible by sacrificing content similarity. Not doing so seems to lead to non-realistic utterances.

### Table 2: Challenging cases for different ways to communicate an internal emotion state. Inputs are in bold; all paraphrases are produced with At+Inf and all three components of the objective function. Ex: Explicit emotion mention, BR: Bodily reaction, Ap: Event appraisal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I am happy</td>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i fuck annoyed</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i dislike crabby</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i regret king</td>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and am happy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i am bummed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I am sad</td>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i am angrier</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i embarrassed disgusting</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i must lies</td>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>finally am tiring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i depressed sad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tears are running over my face</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rage fuck running over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>puke are puking over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shadows are creeping over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gladness are running over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>depressed are leaving over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td>Su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>squealed came running over my face</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Conclusion & Future Work

With this paper, we introduced the task of emotion style transfer, which we have seen to be particularly difficult, on the one side due to being on the fence between content and style, and on the other side due to being a non-binary problem. Our quantitative analyses have shown that there is indeed a trade-off between content preservation and obtaining a target style and that emotion transfer is especially challenging when the text consists of descriptions of emotions in which the separation between content and style is not linguistically clear (as in “I am happy that X happened”). We propose that such test sentences based on descriptions of bodily reactions and event appraisal will be part of future test suites for emotion style transfer, in order to ensure that this task does not work well only on particular expressions of emotions.

We identified the challenge to find the right trade-off between fluency, target emotion, and content preservation. This is particularly challenging, as it would be desirable to separate the emotion intensity from our objective function. We therefore propose that intensity is handled as a fourth component in future work. This could be combined with a decoder as suggested by (Li et al., 2018). Finally, a larger-scale human evaluation should be carried out to clarify the contribution of each component.
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Abstract

Chinese word segmentation is necessary to provide word-level information for Chinese named entity recognition (NER) systems. However, segmentation error propagation is a challenge for Chinese NER while processing colloquial data like social media text. In this paper, we propose a model (ULcwsNN) that specializes in identifying entities from Chinese social media text, especially by leveraging uncertain information of word segmentation. Such ambiguous information contains all the potential segmentation states of a sentence that provides a channel for the model to infer deep word-level characteristics. We propose a trilogy (i.e., Candidate Position Embedding $\Rightarrow$ Position Selective Attention $\Rightarrow$ Adaptive Word Convolution) to encode uncertain word segmentation information and acquire appropriate word-level representation. Experimental results on the social media corpus show that our model alleviates the segmentation error cascading trouble effectively, and achieves a significant performance improvement of 2% over previous state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a fundamental task for natural language processing and fulfills lots of downstream applications, such as semantic understanding of social media contents. Chinese NER is often considered as a character-wise sequence labeling task since there are no natural delimiters between Chinese words (Liu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014). But the word-level information is necessary for a Chinese NER system (Mao et al., 2008; Peng and Dredze, 2015; Zhang and Yang, 2018). Various segmentation features can be obtained from the Chinese word segmentation (CWS) procedures then used into a pipeline NER module (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2017a; Zhu and Wang, 2019), or be co-trained by CWS-NER multi-task learning (Peng and Dredze, 2016; Cao et al., 2018).

However, segmentation error propagation is a challenge for Chinese NER, when processing informal data like social media text (Duan et al., 2012). The CWS will produce more unreliable results on the social media text than on the formal data. Incorrectly segmented entity boundaries may lead to NER errors. Nevertheless, most existing extractors always assume that input segmentation information is affirmative and reliable without conscious error discrimination. That is, they acquiesce in that “The one supposed-reliable word segmentation output of a CWS module will be input into the NER module”. Although the joint training way may improve the accuracy of word segmentations, the NER module still cannot recognize inevitable segmentation errors.

Figure 1: The architecture of our model. An interesting instance “南京市长江大桥调研(Daqiao Jiang, major of Nanjing City, is investigating)...” is represented, which is cited from (Zhang and Yang, 2018).
To solve this problem, we design a model (UIcwsNN) that dedicates to identifying entities from Chinese social media text, by incorporating Uncertain Information of Chinese Word Segmentation into a Neural Network. This kind of uncertain information reflects all the potential segmentation states of a sentence, not just the certain one that is supposed-reliable by the CWS module. Furthermore, we propose a trilogy to encode uncertain word segmentation information and acquire word-level representation, as shown in Figure 1.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We embed candidate position information of characters into the model (in Section 3.1) to express the states of underlying word. And we design the Position Selective Attention (in Section 3.2) that enforces the model to focus on the appropriate positions while ignoring unreliable parts. The above operations provide a wealth of resources to allow the model to infer word-level deep characteristics, rather than bluntly imposes segmentation information.

• We introduce the Adaptive Word Convolution (in Section 3.3), it dynamically provides word-level representation for the characters in specific positions, by encoding segmentations of different lengths. Hence our model can grasp useful word-level semantic information and alleviate the interference of segmentation error cascading.

• Experimental results on different datasets show that our model achieves significant performance improvements compared to baselines that use only character information. Especially, our model outperforms the previous state-of-the-art method by 2% on the social media.

2 Related Work

The NER on English has achieved promising performance by naturally integrating character information into word representations (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Peters et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Yadav and Bethard, 2019; Li et al., 2020). However, Chinese NER is still underachieving because of the word segmentation problem. Unlike the English language, words in Chinese sentences are not separated by spaces, so that we cannot get Chinese words without pre-processed CWS. In particular, identifying entities on Chinese social media is harder than on other formal text since there is worse segmentation error propagation trouble. Existing methods payed little attention to this issue, and there were few entity recognition methods specifically for Chinese social media text (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2017a,b).

As for the Chinese NER, existing methods could be classified as either word-wise or character-wise. The former one used words as the basic tagging unit (Ji and Grishman, 2005). Segmentation errors would be directly and inevitably entered into NER systems. The latter used characters as the basic tokens in the tagging process (Chen et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2016). Character-wise methods that outperformed word-wise methods for Chinese NER (Liu et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014).

There were two main ways to take word-level information into a character-wise model. One was to employ various segmentation information as feature vectors into a cascaded NER model. Chinese word segmentation was performed first before applying character sequence labeling (Guo et al., 2004; Mao et al., 2008; Zhu and Wang, 2019). The pre-processing segmentation features included character positional embedding (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2017a,b), segmentation tags (Zhang and Yang, 2018; Zhu and Wang, 2019), word embedding (Peng and Dredze, 2015; Liu et al., 2019; E and Xiang, 2017) and so on. The other was to train NER and CWS tasks jointly to incorporate task-shared word boundary information from the CWS into the NER (Xu et al., 2013; Peng and Dredze, 2016; Cao et al., 2018). Although co-training might improve the validity of the word segmentation, the NER module still had no specific measures to avoid segmentation errors. The above existing methods suffered the potential issue of error propagation.

A few researchers tried to address the above defect. Luo and Yang (2016) used multiple word segmentation outputs as additional features to a NER model. However, they treated the segmentations equally without error discrimination. Liu et al. (2019) introduced four naive selection strategies to select words from the pre-prepared Lexicon for their model. However, these strategies did not consider the context of a sentence. Zhang
and Yang (2018) proposed a Lattice LSTM model that used the gated recurrent units to control the contribution of the potential words. However, as shown by Liu et al. (2019), the gate mechanism might cause the model to degenerate into a partial word-based model. Ding et al. (2019) and Gui et al. (2019) proposed the models with graph neural network based on the information that the gazetteers or lexicons offered. Obtaining large-scale, high-quality lexicons would be costly. They were dedicated to capturing the correct segmentation information but might not alleviate the interference of inappropriate segmentations.

It is worth mentioning that the above methods were not specifically aimed at social media. We propose a method to learn word-level representation by leveraging uncertain word segmentation information while considering the informal expression characteristics of social media text.

3 Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of our model ULcwsNN. Given a sentence \( S = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \) as the sequence of characters, each character will be assigned a pre-prepared tag.

We use a Conditional random fields (CRF) layer to decode tags according to the outputs from the sequence encoder (Lample et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018).

As for the sequence encoding, we use the convolution operation as our basic encoding unit. The colloquial social media text usually does not have normative grammar or syntax and presents semantics in fragmented form, for example, “有好多好多的话想对你说李巾凡想要瘦瘦瘦成李帆我是想切开云朵的心( Have many many words to say to you Jinfan Li wanna thin thin thin to Fan Li I am a heart that want to cut the cloud)” These properties will destroy the propagation of temporal semantic information that comes with the textual sequence. Therefore, the Convolutional neural network (CNN) is naturally suitable for encoding colloquial text because it specializes in capturing salient local features from a sequence.

More importantly, we use a trilogy to learn the word-level representation by incorporating uncertain information of Chinese text segmentation, as shown in the following details.

3.1 Step-1: Candidate Position Embedding

We design the candidate position embedding to represent candidate positions of each character in all potential words. It reflects the states of all underlying segmentation in a sentence.

We firstly scan all the potential words in the sentence that can be worded \(^1\), so as to obtain as much meaningful segmentation states as possible. As shown in the bottom part of Figure 2, the instance can be segmented and obtained candidate segmentations: “南京(Nanjing), 京市(Jing City), 南京市(Nanjing City), 市长(major), 长江(Yangtze River), 江(river), 大桥(bridge), 长江大桥(Yangtze River Bridge), 调研(investigate), ...”.

Next, we use a 4-dimensional vector \( e^{(m)} \) to embed candidate position information of a character, where each dimension indicates the positional candidate (i.e., Begin, Inside, End, Single) of a character in words. 1 if it exists, 0 otherwise. For example, as shown in middle and top parts of Figure 2, as “京(Jing)” being the begin of “京市(Beijing City)”, the inside of “南(nanjing)”, and the end of “南(nanjing)”, the 1\(^{st}\), 2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) dimensions of the embedding of “京(Jing)” are 1, but the 4\(^{th}\) dimension is 0 (i.e., [1, 1, 1, 0]).

The correct segmentation sequence for the example should be “南京(Nanjing)/ 市长(major)/ 江大桥(Daqiao Jiang)/ 调研(is investigating)/ ...”. However, the one certain segmentation output that

---

\(^1\) We use the “jieba”, a popular python packages for the CWS. Its special function “cut_for_search()” can achieve this operation. (https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba)
is supposed-reliable by the above CWS tool is “南京市(Nanjing City)/长江大桥(Yangtze River Bridge)/调研(investigates)/...”. The errors may cause that the entity “江大桥(Daqiao Jiang)” is not recognized. In contrast, the candidate position embedding should be a more reasonable representation for the Chinese sentence segmentation. It is flexible for a model to infer word-level characteristics.

3.2 Step-2: Position Selective Attention

There should be only one certain position for a character in the given sentence. We design the position selective attention over candidate positions. It enforces the model to focus on the most relevant positions while ignoring unreliable parts.

Each sequence $S$ is projected to an attention matrix $A$ that captures the semantics of position features interaction according to the contexts.

$$ A = \tanh(W^{(a)} [h_1, h_2, \cdots, h_n]), \quad (1) $$

where $A$ is a matrix of $n \times 4$, $W$ is trainable parameters.

We apply a set of convolution operations that involve filters $W^{(c)}$ and bias terms $b^{(c)}$ to the sequence to learn a representation $h_i$ for character $c_i$.

$$ h_i = [h_i^{l=2}; h_i^{l=3}; h_i^{l=4}; h_i^{l=5}], \quad (2) $$

$$ h_i^{l} = \text{relu}(W^{(c)}_l [x_i, \cdots, x_{i+l-1}] + b^{(c)}_l), \quad (3) $$

where $h_i^{l}$ represents a feature that is generated from a window of length $l$ started with $c_i$. The $x_i$ is the combination of character embedding $c_i^{(e)}$ and expanded candidate position embedding, as

$$ x_i = c_i^{(e)} + W^{(p)} c_i^{(p)}, \quad (4) $$

where $c_i^{(e)} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_e}$, $W^{(p)} \in \mathbb{R}^{4d_p}$. To enhance the learning of the position information assisted by the character semantic information, we ensure $d_e \leq d_p$.

Given the matrix $A$, we define

$$ v_i = \frac{\exp(A_{ij})}{\sum_j \exp(A_{ij})}, \quad (5) $$

to quantify the reliability of the $j^{th}$ position with respect to the $i^{th}$ character.

The position attention feature vectors $v$ should assign higher attention values to the appropriate positions while minimizing the values of disturbing positions.

3.3 Step-3: Adaptive Word Convolution

Based on the position selection of each character, the step-3 encodes word segmentations to obtain complete word-level semantics.

As for each character $c_i$, we expect to encode the segmentation that involves the $c_i$ as its word-level representation. There is a challenge: The lengths of word segmentations are diverse, and the positions of characters located in segmentations are flexible. A single encoding structure is difficult to adapt to this situation. Therefore, we propose the adaptive word convolution.

When $c_i$ is the $k^{th}$ character of the word $w$, we design the word to consist of two parts, namely, the left subword and the right subword, in the form

$$ w_{m:m+h-1} \iff \text{subw}_{m:i} \oplus \text{subw}_{i:m+h-1} \quad (6) $$

$$ \iff \text{subw}_{(i-k):i} \oplus \text{subw}_{i:(i+h-1-k)}, $$

where $1 \leq m \leq n$, $1 \leq h \leq 4$, $2 \leq i \leq m+h$, and $0 \leq k < h$, $\oplus$ denotes join operation. For the instance mentioned above, we expect to get the tabulation, as shown in Figure 3. For example, the “南(South)” is the first (i.e., $k = 0$) character of the word “南京(Nanjing) (i.e. $i = m = 1$ and $h = 2$), we can use the left $\text{subw}_{1:1}$ and the right $\text{subw}_{1:2}$ to express the word $w_{1:2}$, and then as the word-level representation for the character “南(South)”. Especially, we discard the $\text{subw}_{1:1}$ because $\text{subw}_{1:2}$ contains it.

To model subwords automatically, we learn a feature map $F (n \times 7)$ through a set of convolution operations with windows of different directions and

---

Figure 3: Display the tabulation of subwords. The red vertical lines identify correct word segmentations. The ✓ shows the subwords that fit each character.
different sizes, as
\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
sw^1 & sw^2 & \cdots & sw^n \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
sw^k = \text{relu}(W^{(s)} z_{i-k}, \ldots, z_{i}) + b^{(s)}_k, \quad (8)
\]

\[
sw^k = \text{relu}(W^{(s')} z_{i}, \ldots, z_{i+k}) + b^{(s')}_{i}, \quad (9)
\]

\[
z_i = c_i + W^{(v)} v_i, \quad (10)
\]

where \( W^{(v)} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_v} \), the \( \rightarrow \) indicates the windows sliding forward, whereas \( \leftarrow \) shows the windows sliding backward.

Based on the candidate position distribution of characters learned from the step-2, our model can adaptively separate valid subwords from the F to learn the word-level representation \( w_i \), in detail,
\[
w_i = \sum_{f=0}^{6} \alpha_{i,f} F_{i,f}, \quad (11)
\]

\[
\alpha_{i,f} = \frac{\exp(g(F_{i,f}, v_i))}{\sum_{f=0}^{6} \exp(g(F_{i,f}, v_i))}, \quad (12)
\]

\[
g(F_{i,f}, v_i) = \tanh(W^{(v)} [F_{i} + W^{(v)} v_i]). \quad (13)
\]

After performing the trilogy, the model can grasp useful word-level semantic information and avoid the trouble of segmentation error cascading.

4 Experiments

4.1 Settings

Datasets. We evaluate Chinese NER models on two popular datasets. The WeiboNER corpus (Peng and Dredze, 2015; He and Sun, 2017a), is drawn from Chinese social media. It contains 1,890 Sina Weibo messages annotated with four entity types ([PER]SION, [ORG]ANIZATION, [LOC]ATION, and [GEO]POLITICAL), including named entities (NAM) and nominal mentions (NOM). The MSRA dataset (Levow, 2006), is in the formal text domain. There are 50,729 annotated sentences with three entity types (PER, ORG, and LOC). We use the BIOES scheme (Begin, Inside, Outside, End, Single) to indicate the position of the token in an entity (Ratinov and Roth, 2009).

Evaluation. We measure the performance of models by regarding three complementary metrics, Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-measure (F). Each experiment will be performed five times under different random seeds to reduce the volatility of models. Then we report the mean and standard deviation for each model.

Hyperparameters. The character embedding is pre-trained on the raw microblog text \(^3\) by the word2vec \(^4\), and its dimension is 100. As for the base model BiLSTM+CRF, we use hidden state size as 200 for a bidirectional LSTM. As for the base model CNNs+CRF, we use 100 filters with window length \( \{2, 3, 4, 5\} \). We tune other parameters and set the learning rate as 0.001, dropout rate as 0.5. We randomly select 20\% of the training set as a validation set. We train each model for a maximum of 120 epochs using Adam optimizer and stop training if the validation loss does not decrease for 20 consecutive epochs. Besides, we set \( d_c = d_p = 100 \) and \( d_b = 25 \). We also experiment with other settings and find that these are the most reasonable.

4.2 Results and Detailed Analysis

4.2.1 Ablation Study

To study the contribution of each component in our model, we conducted ablation experiments on the two datasets where we use the product of each step to decode tags. We display the results in Table 1 and draw the following conclusions.

The feature (CS) is generated from the one certain segmentation output that is supposed-reliable by the CWS tool Jieba, and it may not benefit the NER on social media text. Compared with the corresponding baseline, the feature (CS) impels the model to improve its performance on the MSRA dataset but to reduce performance on the WeiboNER corpus. There are more segmentation errors on social media text than on formal text so that the impact of error cascading is heavy for NER on social media.

On the WeiboNER dataset, the three steps exert

\(^3\)http://www.nlpir.org/download/weibo.7z
\(^4\)https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
Table 1: Results of ablation experiments on the WeiboNER dataset and MSRA dataset. The base model is the CNNs+CRF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>WeiboNER</th>
<th></th>
<th>MSRA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F ± std</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character embedding (baseline)</td>
<td>66.45</td>
<td>53.47</td>
<td>59.22 ± 0.42</td>
<td>87.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ certain segmentation feature (CS)</td>
<td>68.41</td>
<td>51.82</td>
<td>58.92 ± 0.54</td>
<td>90.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ candidate position embedding (CPE)</td>
<td>65.19</td>
<td>56.46</td>
<td>60.51 ± 0.37</td>
<td>90.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ position selective attention (PSA)</td>
<td>68.50</td>
<td>55.31</td>
<td>61.13 ± 0.49</td>
<td>90.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ adaptive word convolution (AWC)</td>
<td>67.37</td>
<td>57.61</td>
<td>62.07 ± 0.61</td>
<td>89.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base model + BERT</td>
<td>78.01</td>
<td>72.97</td>
<td>75.40 ± 0.33</td>
<td>94.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIcwsNN + BERT</td>
<td>79.64</td>
<td>73.29</td>
<td>76.33 ± 0.20</td>
<td>96.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The F values of existing models on the WeiboNER dataset. * indicates that the model utilizes external lexicons. ◦ indicates that the model adopts joint learning. The previous models do not use the BERT, so we show the results of our model without BERT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>NAM</th>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Peng and Dredze, 2015)◦</td>
<td>51.96</td>
<td>61.05</td>
<td>56.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Peng and Dredze, 2016)◦</td>
<td>55.28</td>
<td>62.97</td>
<td>58.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(He and Sun, 2017a)</td>
<td>50.60</td>
<td>59.32</td>
<td>54.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(He and Sun, 2017b)</td>
<td>54.50</td>
<td>62.17</td>
<td>58.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhang and Yang, 2018)*</td>
<td>53.04</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>58.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cao et al., 2018)◦</td>
<td>54.34</td>
<td>57.35</td>
<td>58.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhu and Wang, 2019)</td>
<td>55.38</td>
<td>62.98</td>
<td>59.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Liu et al., 2019)*</td>
<td>52.55</td>
<td>67.41</td>
<td>59.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ding et al., 2019)*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gui et al., 2019)*</td>
<td>55.34</td>
<td>64.98</td>
<td>60.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Johnson et al., 2020)</td>
<td>55.70</td>
<td>62.80</td>
<td>59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiLSTM+CRF</td>
<td>53.95</td>
<td>62.63</td>
<td>57.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNNs+CRF</td>
<td>55.07</td>
<td>62.97</td>
<td>59.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our model (UIcwsNN)</td>
<td><strong>57.58</strong></td>
<td><strong>65.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.07</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entity recognition outcome dramatically since it uses large-scale external data to pre-train the contextual embedding. When we use our model UIcwsNN to replace the base model CNNs+CRF, the effect is improved by nearly 1%. It proves that our trilogy and the BERT are complementary. The BERT can provide high-quality character-level embedding to the model, and our method contributes word-level semantic information for the model. This conclusion can also be drawn from the results of the MSRA dataset.

4.2.2 Comparison with Existing Methods

Table 2 represents the results of the WeiboNER dataset. Our model UIcwsNN significantly outperforms other models and achieves new state-of-the-
Table 3: The results of different models on the MSRA dataset. × indicates that the model uses the BERT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Chen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>91.22</td>
<td>81.71</td>
<td>86.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dong et al., 2016)</td>
<td>91.28</td>
<td>90.62</td>
<td>90.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhang and Yang, 2018)</td>
<td>93.57</td>
<td>92.79</td>
<td>93.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhu and Wang, 2019)</td>
<td>93.53</td>
<td>92.42</td>
<td>92.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ding et al., 2019)</td>
<td>94.60</td>
<td>94.20</td>
<td>94.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhao et al., 2019)</td>
<td>95.46</td>
<td>95.09</td>
<td>95.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gong et al., 2019)</td>
<td>95.26</td>
<td>95.57</td>
<td>95.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Johnson et al., 2020)</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td>92.29</td>
<td>92.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIcwsNN</td>
<td>89.87</td>
<td>90.54</td>
<td>90.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIcwsNN + BERT×</td>
<td>96.31</td>
<td>94.98</td>
<td>95.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall score of our model is generally more than 2% higher than the scores of other models. Many methods use lexicon instead of the CWS to provide extractors with external word-level information, but how to choose the appropriate words based on sentence contexts is their challenge. Besides, the approaches that jointly train NER and CWS tasks do not achieve desired results, because segmentation noises affect their effectiveness inevitably. Our model handles this trouble.

The CNN-based models achieve better performance compared to the model BiLSTM+CRF. Furthermore, most of the existing methods construct encoders based on recurrent neural networks or graph neural networks. Although they perform excellent results on the MSRA dataset, they do not achieve a significant improvement on the WeiboNER corpus. In addition to the word segmentation error propagation on social media, another important reason may be that the fragmented semantic expression of colloquial text limits their performance. In contrast, our CNN-based model plays a better advantage in capturing the fragmented semantics of colloquial text.

Results on the MSRA dataset are shown in Table 3. Our model UIcwsNN specializes in learning word-level representation, but rarely considers other-levels characteristics, such as long-distance temporal semantics. Therefore, it only achieves competitive performance on the formal text. But our model UIcwsNN+BERT realizes new state-of-the-art performance.

4.2.3 Error Analysis

We count the output errors of models and classify them into two categories: • type error and boundary error, as shown in Figure 4. The model CNNs+CRF+CS produces more boundary errors than type errors. However, our model UIcwsNN dramatically decreases the boundary error outputs (and the type errors are also reduced), so that the error distribution is reversed. That is, in model UIcwsNN, the proportion of boundary errors is smaller than that of type errors, but in model CNNs+CRF+CS, the opposite is true. This situation shows that word segmentation errors generated by the word segmentation tool seriously affect model performance, especially misleading the model to identify wrong entity boundaries. Our method can learn the word boundaries effectively, thereby alleviating the cascade of segmentation errors.

If there are two kinds of errors on a predicted entity, the error will be counted twice.
Table 4: Testing examples with segmentation errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case One</th>
<th>Case Two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Candidate Segmentation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Candidate Segmentation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>有人祝我早生贵[女]PER.NOM 真是无语啊</td>
<td>刚刚获得了微博[准会员]PER.NOM专属徽章，开心</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Someone wished me to have a precious daughter soon, I am so speechless</td>
<td>I just got the exclusive badge for a weibo associate member, I am happy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One Certain Segmentation</th>
<th>One Certain Segmentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>有人(someone), 祝(wish), 我(me), 早(soon), 早生(early birth), 贵(precious), 女(daughter), 女真(Nuzhen), 是(is), 真是(really), 无语(speechless), 啊(ah)</td>
<td>刚刚(just now), 获得(get), 微博(weibo), 微博准(wei bo zhun), 准会(quasi), 会员(member), 专属(exclusive), 徽章(badge), 开心(happy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.4 Performance against Multi-character Entities**

Figure 5 shows the performance of recognizing entities with different lengths \([1, 2, 3, \geq 4]\). According to statistics, entities with two or three characters account for more than 95% of the total number of entities. Both models give high F scores for entities of moderate lengths \([2, 3]\), but low performance for entities that are too short or too long. The reasons may be that entities with a single character or more than four characters are rare, resulting in model training inadequately. Our model ULcwssNN achieves better results than the base model CNNs+CRF when identifying entities of various lengths. In particular, as for entities with two or three characters, the model ULcwssNN yields more than 2% improvement. This situation implies that our model captures word-level semantic information by modeling the uncertain information of word segmentations so that it is good at recognizing multi-character entities.

**4.2.5 Case Study**

Table 4 shows several examples with word segmentation errors. When we use the one certain (supposed-reliable) segmentation sequence from the tool Jieba as the word-level feature for the model CNNs+CRF+CS, the segmentation errors “女真(Nuzhen)” and “微博准(wei bo zhun)” lead to the misjudgments of the entities “女(daughter)” and “准会员(associate member)”, respectively. Our model ULcwssNN can extract these entities. The uncertain character positions can provide our model with rich word-level information. Then, we use the position selective attention to support the model to learn appropriate segmentation states.

The visualization of the first case in Figure 6 shows that our model can assign higher attention values to the appropriate positions while mitigating error interferences.

**5 Conclusion**

Named entity recognition is an urgent task for semantic understanding of social media content. As for the Chinese NER, Chinese word segmentation error propagation is prominent since there is much colloquial text in social media. In this paper, we explore a trilogy to leverage the uncertain information of word segmentation to avoid the interference of segmentation errors. The step-1 utilizes the Candidate Position Embedding to present the potential segmentation states of a sentence; The step-2 employs the Position Selective Attention to capture appropriate segmentation states while ignoring unreliable parts; The step-3 uses the Adaptive Word Convolution to encode word-level representation dynamically. We analyze the performance of each component of the model and discuss the relationship between the model and related factors such as segmentation error, BERT, and entity length. Experiment results on different datasets
show that our model achieves new state-of-the-art performance. It demonstrates that our method has an excellent ability to capture word-level semantics and can alleviate the segmentation error cascading trouble effectively. In future work, we hope that the model can get rid of the word segmentation tool, instead, learn the candidate position information autonomously. We will release the source code when the paper is openly available.
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Abstract

Two main transfer learning approaches are used in recent work in NLP to improve neural networks performance for under-resourced domains in terms of annotated data. 1) Multi-task learning consists in training the task of interest with related tasks to exploit their underlying similarities. 2) Mono-task pretraining, where target model’s parameters are pre-trained on large-scale labelled source domain and then fine-tuned on labelled data from the target domain (the domain of interest). In this paper, we propose a new approach that takes advantage of both approaches by learning a hierarchical model trained across multiple tasks from the source domain, then fine-tuned on multiple tasks from the target domain. Our experiments on four NLP tasks applied to social media texts show that our proposed method leads to significant improvements compared to both approaches.

1 Introduction

Deep learning approaches are powerful when dealing with large amounts of annotated data. However, these are only available for a few languages and domains due to the cost of the manual annotation (Duong, 2017). Particularly, despite the valuable importance of Social Media’s content for a variety of applications (e.g. public security, health monitoring, or trends highlight), this large domain is still poor in terms of annotated data. Furthermore, to build systems for such applications, the machine might understand many low and high-level tasks. Therefore, a model, able to recognise as many linguistic properties as possible from a given sentence, is required.

Many attempts have been done to exhibit the performance of NLP models in low-resource scenarios. Particularly, two dominant approaches of neural Transfer Learning (TL) (Pan and Yang, 2010) are used in the State-Of-The-Art (SOTA): 1) Mono-Task Pretraining (MTP): Sequential Transfer Learning (STL) (Ruder, 2019), performed in two stages: pretraining on a rich source-domain on enough training examples and then, fine-tuning on the available few target-domain examples. This approach has proved to be powerful in many NLP tasks, outperforming the classic supervised learning paradigm, because it takes benefit from pre-learned knowledge. And 2) Multi-Task Learning (MTL) (Caruana, 1997), that showed many benefits in several NLP tasks and applications, consists of training different tasks simultaneously, leveraging learned knowledge from related problems and resulting richer representations with higher generalisation (Collobert and Weston, 2008).

We introduce in this paper a novel method, that we call Multi-Task Supervised Pre-training and Adaptation (MuTSPad), which unifies both approaches discussed above. MuTSPad takes benefit from both, by learning a hierarchical multi-task model trained across multiple tasks from the source-domain, and further fine-tuned on multiple tasks from the target-domain. Hence, in addition to diverse linguistic properties learned from various supervised NLP tasks, MuTSPad takes advantage of the pre-learned knowledge from the high-resource source-domain.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on domain adaptation from the high-resource News-domain to the low-resourced Tweets-domain. We carry out experiments on four NLP tasks, from the low-level Part-of-Speech tagging (POS) and Chunking (CK) to the higher-level Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Dependency Parsing (DP). MuTSPad exhibits significantly better performance than both TL approaches and is highly competitive compared to best SOTA methods.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are no available common datasets containing annotations for all the above-mentioned tasks, nei-
ther for the News-domain or the Tweets-domain. Though, many early works had highlighted the intricacy of multi-task training from heterogeneous datasets (Subramanian et al., 2018). Thus, we propose to build multi-task datasets for the News and Tweets domains, by unifying the aforementioned task-independent datasets.

2 Related Work

Our work is related to two lines of research, Sequential Transfer Learning and Multi-Task Learning. In the following, we briefly present the SOTA of each one. Then, we discuss some papers from the literature with a loosely close idea to multi-task pretraining and fine-tuning.

Sequential Transfer Learning (STL) is a TL setting performed in two stages: Pretraining and Adaptation. The purpose behind using STL techniques for NLP can be divided into two main research areas, “universal representations” and “domain adaptation”. The former aims to build neural features transferable and beneficial to a wide range of NLP tasks and domains. e.g. ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), etc. The second aims to harness the knowledge represented in features learned on a source domain (high-resourced in most cases) to improve learning a target domain (low-resourced in most cases) (Zennaki et al., 2016, 2019). The source and the target problems may differ on the task, the language or the domain. For instance, cross-lingual adaptation has been explored for sentiment analysis (Chen et al., 2016) and cross-domain adaptation has been applied for POS models adaptation from News to Tweets domain (Gui et al., 2017; Meftah et al., 2017, 2018). Our research falls into the second research area, since we aim, as the last two works, to transfer the knowledge learned when training on the News-domain to improve the Tweets-domain’s training.

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) consists in a joint learning of related tasks and thus leverages training signals generated by different tasks (Caruana, 1997). The advantage of using MTL over independent task learning has been shown in many NLP tasks and applications (Lin et al., 2018). The processing (training) order of examples from different tasks (datasets), also called Scheduling, is particularly studied in the literature. This could be implicit or explicit (Jean et al., 2018). The formal include, for instance, affecting different learning rates for task-specific parameters. While the second, modify the importance of each task statically or dynamically. e.g. Kiperwasser and Ballesteros (2018) proposed variable schedules that increasingly favour the principal task over batches and Jean et al. (2018) proposed adaptive schedules that vary according to the validation performance of each task during training.

Multi-Task Pretraining and Fine-tuning: Multi-task pretraining has been especially explored for learning universal representations (Conneau et al., 2017; Ahmad et al., 2018). Multi-task fine-tuning was recently explored to fine-tune BERT pretrained model in a multi-task fashion on multiple tasks (Liu et al., 2019). Furthermore, in term of using multi-task features for domain adaptation, Søgaard and Goldberg (2016) showed the benefit of multi-task learning for domain adaptation from News-domain to Weblogs-domain for CK task, when disposing CK’s supervision only for the source-domain, and lower-level POS supervision for the target-domain. Finally, in terms of unifying multi-task learning and fine-tuning, Kiperwasser and Ballesteros (2018) proposed to improve machine translation with the help of POS and DEP tasks by scheduling tasks during training, starting with multi-tasking of the principal task with auxiliary lower-level tasks (POS and DEP), and as the training graduates, the model trains only to the main task. However, to the best of our knowledge, performing pretraining and fine-tuning on multi-task models for domain adaptation has not been explored in the literature.

3 Model Architecture

3.1 Sequence Labelling Architecture

Regarding the exact architecture of each task, POS, CK and NER tasks are Sequence Labelling (SL) tasks. Given an input sentence of \( n \) successive tokens \( [w_1, \ldots, w_n] \), SL predicts the tag \( c_i \in C \) of every \( w_i \), with \( C \) being the tag-set.

We followed the literature (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Yang et al., 2018) and used a common SL architecture, including three main components: (i) a Word Representation Extractor (WRE), (ii) a Features Extractor (FE) and (iii) a Classifier (CI). WRE computes, for each token \( w_i \), a word and a character-level biLSTMs encoder-based embeddings (respectively, \( \text{we}_i = \text{WE}(w_i) \) and \( \text{ce}_i = \text{CE}(w_i) \)), and concatenates them to get a final representation \( x_i = (\text{we}_i, \text{ce}_i) \). WRE’s out-
Figure 1: Illustrative scheme of our Hierarchical multi-task architecture.

puts $[x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ are fed into the FE that outputs a context sensitive representation for each token, consisting of a single biLSTMs layer which iteratively passes through the sentence in both directions. Finally, CI consists of a fully-connected layer (denoted $\Psi$) that classifies every given $x_i$ following:

$$\hat{y}_{w_i} = (C \circ FE \circ WRE)(x_i).$$ (1)

### 3.2 Dependency Parsing Architecture

For the DP branch, a similar procedure is applied, except that, compared to previous tasks, DP is a a harder problem and thus requires a more complex model. We followed Qi et al. (2018) and used their “neural arc-factored graph-based dependency parser”, which is based on the “Deep biAffine parser” (Dozat and Manning, 2016)). Indeed, given an input sentence of $n$ successive tokens $[w_1, \ldots, w_n]$, the goal of DP is two folds: 1) identifying, for each $w_i$, its head $w_j \in S$. The couple of tokens $w_i$ and $w_j$ are called the dependent and the head, respectively. Then, 2) predicting the dependency syntactic relation’s class $r_{ij} \in R_{dp}$ relating each dependent-head pair, where $R_{dp}$ being the dependency-relations set. More precisely, for each token $w_i$ we predict its out-going labelled arc $(w_i, w_j, r_{ij})$. Thus, constructing a syntactic tree structure of the sentence, where words are treated as nodes in a graph, connected by labelled directed arcs.

Hence, as in SL models, the DP architecture is composed of a WRE followed by a FE$^{dp}$ and a CI$^{dp}$. Except that CI$^{dp}$ consists of four classifiers, producing four distinct vectors for representing the word: (i) as a dependent seeking its head; (ii), as a head seeking all its dependants; (iii), as a dependent deciding on its relation; and (iv), as a head deciding on the labels of its dependants. These representations are then passed to biAffine softmax classifiers.

### 3.3 Hierarchical Multi-Task Architecture

As mentioned above, POS, CK, NER and DP are the four tasks considered in this work. As we aim to learn a multi-task model where the four tasks are learned jointly, the architecture of our model contains a common branch as well as four exits, one per task. Also, as the tasks are hierarchically related to each other, we adopted a hierarchical architecture (similar to Hashimoto et al. (2017) and Sanh et al. (2019)). More specifically, we organised the four tasks from low-level to high-level, with each task being fed with a shared word embedding as well as the outputs of all the lower tasks. To construct that hierarchy of tasks, we followed some linguistic hints from the literature. Indeed, many works have shown that POS improves CK (Yang et al., 2017; Ruder12 et al., 2019); NER benefits from POS (Meftah and Semmar, 2018; Ruder, 2019) and CK (Collobert and Weston, 2008); and DP profits from POS and CK (Hashimoto et al., 2017). In simple terms, POS and CK are considered as “universal helpers” (Changpinyo et al., 2018). Thus, based on these linguistic hierarchy observations, we feed POS features to CK; then POS and CK features to both NER and DP.

An illustration of our multi-task hierarchical model is given in Fig.1. More specifically, WRE is shared across all tasks, its output (namely $x_i = WRE^{shared}(w_i)$) is fed to all branches. The lower component of the POS tagging branch ($FE^{pos}$) is fed with the shared embedding and after processing, it outputs BiLSTMs features $h_i^{pos}$. This is then fed into the POS classifier $C^{pos}$ to calculate predictions through:

$$\hat{y}_{w_i}^{pos} = (C^{pos} \circ FE^{pos})(x_i).$$ (2)

These POS features ($h_i^{pos}$) as well as the shared embeddings $x_i$ are then fed to the CK branch that outputs a probability distribution for the CK tag-set as follows:

$$\hat{y}_{w_i}^{ck} = (C^{ck} \circ FE^{ck})(x_i, T^{pos}(h_i^{pos})).$$ (3)

Note that, rather than directly using $FE^{pos}$’s output, we first reduce its dimensionality by applying
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a learnable FC layer transformation denoted $T_{pos}^\text{pos}$.

In the same vein, following our hierarchy, the shared embedding, plus the output features of POS ($h_t^\text{pos}$) as well as the output features of CK ($h_t^\text{ck}$) are fed to the NER branch that outputs one class probability per named entity. Formally, this is computed using:

$$y_{we} = (C_{\text{ner}} \circ \text{FE}_{\text{ner}})(x_i, T_{pos}^\text{pos}(h_t^\text{pos}), T_{ck}^\text{ck}(h_t^\text{ck}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

For DP, similarly to the NER branch, the shared embedding, plus the output features of POS as well as the output features of CK are fed to $\text{FE}_{dp}$, followed by $C_{dp}$ which outputs:

$$y_{dp} = (C_{dp} \circ \text{FE}_{dp})(x_i, T_{pos}^\text{pos}(h_t^\text{pos}), T_{ck}^\text{ck}(h_t^\text{ck}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

4 Our Approach

In low-resources scenarios, two approaches are commonly used to alleviate the lack of training data:

1. “Mono-Task Pre-training”: pre-training the neural model (supervisedly or unsupervisedly) on a rich source-task before updating its weights on the task of interest (target task);

2. “Multi-task learning”: training the task of interest jointly with other auxiliary tasks with labelled data that might force the network to learn useful features.

The first approach is known to work very well since a while, and yielded impressive results in recent years but the last approach seems to struggle as it still faces the problem of annotated data scarcity.

In this paper, to make sure that we learn useful features that are relevant for the tasks of our interest, we propose an approach that combines pre-training and multi-task learning, and thus takes benefits from the rich source-domain, and especially all its available annotated data and tasks. We called our method Multi-Task Supervised Pre-training and Adaptation (MuTSPad). This is described in details in Sec. 4.1, before we describe (in Sec.4.2) how we alleviated the problem of datasets heterogeneity in multi-task learning (i.e., only mono-task labelled datasets are available).

4.1 MuTSPad: Multi-Task Supervised Pretraining and Adaptation

MuTSPad roughly consists in pretraining on a large annotated multi-task source dataset and then fine-tuning it on the multi-task target dataset, that corresponds to that task of interest. As supervised and unsupervised pretraining, MuTSPad alleviates the lack of annotated data by taking benefit from rich source-domains. However, compared to them it does the pre-training on multiple tasks, and not only one. This brings even more real supervision to the network and thus gives more chance to end up with more features. Also important, as source-domains are usually richer than target-domains, we might always find source-datasets that are labelled exactly with all the tasks we want to solve in the target-domain. This enforces the network to learn only features that might be relevant for our tasks of interest, and thus avoid filling up the network with irrelevant features.

More specifically, we considered four commonly used tasks in this work, POS, CK, NER and DP. In classical multi-task scenario all sentences have all needed tasks annotation (i.e. an annotation dataset for each task). However, in our case we have two datasets, the first for News domain and the second for Tweets domain, both are heterogeneous, having one task-annotation per sentence. In contrary to the classical multi-task scenario that assumes having one dataset where words and sentences are labelled for all the tasks, in reality, this is very hard to encounter. Thus, let us consider a more realistic scenario: a set of datasets is given, with each dataset being labelled to only one task. For instance, one dataset is labelled with POS, the other with NER. Note that, though the first is labelled with POS only, it might certainly contain named entities. For this reason, we call this scenario “Heterogeneous multi-task learning”. The difficulties of learning in such a scenario are described in details in Sec. 4.2.

Back to MuTSPad, let us assume a set of tasks $T$, and one dataset $D_i$ per task $T_i$. A source multitask model $M_s$ (described in Fig.1) is first trained on these heterogeneous source-datasets $D^S$. And the set of all parameters learned for each task $T_i$, as well as task-agnostic ones, are then used to initialise the target multi-task model, denoted $M_t$. All the weights of this last $M_t$ are then adapted on the set of target-datasets $D^T$. Note that, though the sets of target-tasks $T^T$ and source-tasks $T^S$ might
be the same, their label-sets might differ, thus as in classical fine-tuning, the weights of each task-classifier are randomly initialised. However, for the labels that might be the same, we initialise the weights of the target task-classifiers with those pre-trained on the source-domain.

In terms of loss functions, as in classical multi-task learning, we minimise the weighted sum of each task loss:

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha_{task_j} \times \mathcal{L}_{task_j}}{N}$$  \hfill (6)

Where $\alpha_{task_j}$ represents task-weight and $N$ is tasks number. As we used a hierarchical model for reasons mentioned in Sec. 3.3, we propose to focus the early-stage training on low-level tasks and progressively increase the focus on higher-level ones (along the same line of thought of Kiperwasser and Ballesteros (2018)). However, unlike (Kiperwasser and Ballesteros, 2018) who modified tasks sampling during training, we propose to tune loss calculation minimisation. During training, tasks weights $\alpha_{pos}$, $\alpha_{ck}$, $\alpha_{ner}$ and $\alpha_{dp}$ are respectively set up to: $[1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.25]$, and doubled at each epoch until $\alpha = 1$.

4.2 Heterogeneous Multi-Task Learning

As mentioned in the previous section, we mostly face the heterogeneous multi-task learning scenario, where only one task-labels might be assigned to a dataset. In that case, the classical multi-task learning approach is not directly applicable, thus we propose to use the “Scheduling process” (Zaremoodi et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019) (described in the following paragraph). However, since training with different datasets for each task remains difficult (Subramanian et al., 2018) we proposed “Dataset Unification” a much simpler and easy to learn method for that scenario.

4.2.1 Tasks Scheduling Procedure

To deal with this heterogeneous aspect, we first use simple frozen uniform scheduling, which we call “one task per batch”, similar to (Zaremoodi et al., 2018) and (Lu et al., 2019), where at each iteration of the training process, the task to train is selected randomly. Specifically, the base steps of “one task per mini-batch” scheduling process are as follows: 1) picking a mini-batch of samples from only one particular task and 2) updating only the parameters corresponding to the selected task, as well as the subsequent tasks (including the task-agnostic parameters). Thus, at every step only one task is trained. We successively pick all the tasks following a constant ordering strategy “from lower-level to higher-level tasks” (Hashimoto et al., 2017): POS then CK then NER then DP. Thus, every 4 steps, the model sees all the tasks once and learns their corresponding parameters once.

4.2.2 Datasets Unification

To overcome the intricacy of “tasks scheduling process”, we propose to construct a unified dataset by combining several sources of independent textual annotations. Furthermore, since we are interested in benefiting from pretraining and fine-tuning, we apply unification process on both, source and target-domains.

These datasets contain samples of a broad range of heterogeneous annotations in a variety of contexts (initially sentences are labelled only with one task rather than all), making the multi-task training challenging. Thus, to circumvent this problem, we propose to unify the Twitter-domain datasets to form a unified Tweets dataset that we call TweetAll. We do the same with standard News-domain datasets to form a unified multi-task dataset that we name EnglishAll. Concretely, we enrich the gold annotations of each task with an automatic annotation by applying on its training-set our baseline Mono-Task Learning model of the other 3 tasks. In the end, we obtain two unified datasets one for Tweet (TweetAll) and one for English (EnglishAll). Thus, in both datasets each sentence is labelled with all tasks (one label is the initial manual annotation and three are generated automatically). Consequently, using our unified datasets brings us to the classical multi-task scenario, where each sentence is annotated with all tasks, thus at each iteration, all tasks are learned and thus all multi-task model’s parameters are updated.

5 Experiments

5.1 Domains, Tasks and Datasets

As mentioned above, we conducted experiments on four tasks: two low-level tasks (POS and CK) and two higher-level ones: (NER and DP). In terms of domain, data and annotations for the source-datasets, we used the standard English domain and chose the following datasets: The WSJ part of PennTreeBank (PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993) for POS, annotated with the PTB tag-set; CONLL2003 for
NER (Sang and De Meulder, 2003); CONLL2000 (Sang et al., 2000) for CK; and finally UD-English-EWT (Nivre et al., 2016) for DP.

In the same vein, for the target-datasets, we used the Tweets domain and the following datasets: the recent TweeBank (Liu et al., 2018) for POS, annotated with the PTB universal tag-set; WNUT-17 from emerging entity detection shared task (Derczynski et al., 2017) for NER; TChunk (Ritter et al., 2011) for CK; and the data annotated with Universal dependency relations in the TweeBank dataset for DP. Detailed statistics of all the datasets are summarised in Table 1.

To evaluate our models, we use the accuracy (acc) for POS, Exact-match F1\(^2\) (Li et al., 2020) for NER and CK and labelled attachment score (LAS) (Nivre et al., 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Eval. Metrics</th>
<th>Splits (train - val - test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POS: POS Tagging</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>WSJ</td>
<td>Top-1 Acc.</td>
<td>912,344 - 131,768 - 129,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK: Chunking</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>CONLL-2000</td>
<td>Top-1 Exact-match F1</td>
<td>211,727 - n/a - 47,377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER: Named Entity Recognition</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CONLL-2003</td>
<td>Top-1 Exact-match F1</td>
<td>203,621 - 51,362 - 46,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP: Dependency Parsing</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>UD-English-EWT</td>
<td>Top-1 LAS</td>
<td>204,585 - 25,148 - 25,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS: POS Tagging</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>TweeBank</td>
<td>Top-1 Acc.</td>
<td>24,753 - 11,742 - 19,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK: Chunking</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Tchunk</td>
<td>Top-1 Exact-match F1</td>
<td>10,652 - 2,242 - 2,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER: Named Entity Recognition</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>WNUT</td>
<td>Top-1 Exact-match F1</td>
<td>62,729 - 15,734 - 23,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP: Dependency Parsing</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>TweeBank</td>
<td>Top-1 LAS</td>
<td>24,753 - 11,742 - 19,112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets we used to train our multi-task learning models. Top: datasets of the source domain (called “EnglishAll”). Bottom: datasets of the target domain (called “TweetAll”).

Adversarial pretraining (Ganin et al., 2016; Gui et al., 2017) is particularly used for domain adaptation, that aims to reduce the shift between the source and target domains at the pretraining stage. Precisely, in parallel to task’s objective trained on supervised annotations from the source domain, an adversarial objective with respect to a domain discriminator is trained on unsupervised target data to minimise the distance between source and target representations. Followed by a fine-tuning on the same task in the Tweets domain.

5.2.2 State-Of-The-Art (SOTA)

We compare our approach to the best SOTA performances for each task:

- **BiAffine** (Dozat and Manning, 2016): we report the LAS score for DP reported by Liu et al. (2018). Note that, in addition to word-level and character embeddings, which we use in our model to represent words, they use predicted POS labels and lemmas as input.
- **Flairs** (Akbik et al., 2019): For NER, using...
5.3 Implementation details

The hyper-parameters (HP) we used are as follows. For \textbf{The task-agnostic WRE}: The dimensions of character embedding = 50, hidden states of the character-level biLSTM = 100 and word-level embeddings (updated during training) = 300 (these latter are pre-loaded from Glove pre-trained vectors \cite{pennington2014glove} and fine-tuned during training). For \textbf{Sequence labelling branches}: we use a single-layer biLSTM (token-level feature extractor), with dimension = 200. \textbf{DP branch HP}: we follow Stanford parser’ (//github.com/stanfordnlp/stanfordnlp) HP configuration. \textbf{Global HP}: In all experiments, SGD was used for training with early stopping and mini-batches were set to 16 sentences.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Comparison to SOTA & baselines

Our experimental results are reported in Table 2. Clearly, MuTSPad strongly outperforms baselines, and is very competitive with the best SOTA results. We detail our main findings below:

Multi-Task Learning baseline enhances the performances of all tasks compared to \textit{mono-task learning}. Obviously, it is most benefactor for DP by \(\sim 3.5\%\) since DP is highly influenced by POS labels, while it is least benefactor for POS by \(\sim 0.5\%\).

Unsupervised pretraining: Clearly, incorporating pre-trained ELMo representations performs better compared to \textit{mono-task learning}. Particularly for NER task with \(\sim +8\%\) by \textbf{ELMo\textsubscript{large}}. We also found that it improves the other tasks but not with the same order of improvement as for NER, which we mainly attribute to the fact that contextual representations pre-trained on language modelling capture more semantic features. Particularly, we find that DP gains the least from ELMo compared to the other syntactic tasks.

Comparing MuTSPad to baselines: MuTSPad outperforms both TL methods, Multi-Task Learning and Mono-Task Fine-Tuning, on all data-sets, by \(\sim +26\) and \(\sim +10\), respectively, on mNRG (median Normalised Relative Gain) aggregates relevantly the scores of the methods across tasks.
Table 3: Impact of Datasets Unification on MuTSPad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>DP</th>
<th>NER</th>
<th>CK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/o unif.</td>
<td>94.08</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>43.34</td>
<td>84.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ source unif.</td>
<td>94.36</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>43.21</td>
<td>85.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ source+target unif.</td>
<td>94.53</td>
<td>80.12</td>
<td>40.65</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normalised Relative Gain; a well suited metric for multi-task (Tamaazousti et al., 2019). Compared to unsupervised pretraining, we can observe that MuTSPad outperforms ELMo on POS, CK and DP, where ELMo\textsubscript{large} brought higher performances for NER. Note that ELMo is complementary to our approach, hence, we expect higher performances when incorporating ELMo\textsubscript{large} to MuTSPad.

Comparing MuTSPad to SOTA: Our score on DP is about \textasciitilde 2.5\% higher than best SOTA scores. For POS, CK and NER experiments, we achieve lower scores than SOTA. It is noteworthy that, first, contrary to our approach, all these methods are mono-task models (except MDMT), i.e., unable to solve other tasks. Second, NER and CK best SOTA used pretrained contextualised representations that harness the performance, namely, Flais embeddings by Akbik et al. (2019), ELMo by Mishra (2019) and BERT by Gu and Yu (2020).

5.4.2 Impact of Datasets Unification

We report in Tab.3 MuTSPad’s results:
1) w/o unif. : training on independent datasets, using the “one batch per task” scheduling rule. on both stages, pretraining and fine-tuning
2) w/ source unif. : In the pretraining stage, training is performed on unified EnglishAll dataset. While in fine-tuning, training is performed on independent datasets.
3) w/ source+target unif. : In both pretraining and finetuning stages, training is performed on unified EnglishAll and TwitterAll datasets, respectively.

Clearly, pretraining on unified source datasets (w/source unif) slightly improved performances on all tasks. Nevertheless, finetuning on unified target datasets (w/source-target unif) is beneficial only for POS and DP tasks, while it strongly hurts NER’s performance. We mainly attribute this to the NER’s “Mono-task learning” model’s low performance on Tweets leading to noisy NER automatic predictions. It is noteworthy that, using unified datasets is easier to train, making training convergence faster.

5.5 Low-Level Tasks Importance Analysis

In this section, we investigate how low-level tasks impact high-level tasks in our hierarchical multi-task model (See Fig.1). Specifically, we focus on the impact of $h_{\text{pos}}$, the representation encoded by the POS task, for CK, NER and DP tasks.

For this purpose, we quantify the importance of $h_{\text{pos}}$ individual units for POS, CK, NER and DP performances. Assuming that abating the most important units for a task should bring higher drop in performance compared to the least important units, we perform an individual ablation (also called pruning) of $h_{\text{pos}}$ units (neurons), as in (Zhou et al., 2018; Dalvi et al., 2019).

Given the already trained target multi-task model $\mathcal{M}_t$, we set the relating weights of each unit $i$ from $h_{\text{pos}}$ to zero, i.e. $T_{\text{pos}}$ weights for CK, NER and DP; and $C_{\text{pos}}$ weights for POS. Hence, the ablated unit will not contribute to the final prediction for any input word. Then, with one unit ablated at a time, we launch the inference on each-task’s dev-set, then compute the resulting score-drop for each class, leading to a matrix per task $\mathbf{A}_{\text{task}} \in \mathbb{M}_{d \times m} (\mathbb{R})$, where $d$ is $h_{\text{pos}}$’s dimension and $m$ is the number of task’ classes. This matrix can be summarised in a max-class-score-drop vector $\mathbf{v}_{\text{task}} \in \mathbb{R}^d$, where each $v^i_{\text{task}}$ from the vector represents the max class score drop of unit $i$ from $h_{\text{pos}}$.

Applying this method, for POS, CK, NER and DP, leads to 4 max-class-score-drop vectors, one for each task, $v_{\text{pos}}$, $v_{\text{ck}}$, $v_{\text{ner}}$ and $v_{\text{dp}}$, that we plot in Fig.4 (one vector per line). We observe high values of max class score drop for POS compared to the remaining tasks. First, since $h_{\text{pos}}$’s units are more important for POS tagging than all other tasks. And, second, $h_{\text{pos}}$’s units are directly used for prediction for POS while transformed through
several layers for the other tasks. Furthermore, we can also observe that h^{po}s’s units are more important for CK and DP compared to NER.

Moreover, we attempt to peek inside some units from h^{pos}, the ablation thereof begets the higher drop in CK, DP and NER classes-scores. Specifically, we report in Tab.4 the top-10 words activating some of these units, as in (Kádár et al., 2017; Mettah et al., 2019). Expectedly, we found that some of POS’ units are firing, and thus specialised, on patterns that are beneficial for higher-level tasks. For instance, Unit-99, specialised on adjectives ending with the suffix “ly”, is highly important for the CK class “B-ADJP” (beginning of adjectival phrase). Also, Unit-115, is firing on persons names, a valuable pattern for “B-person” class of NER. Interestingly, we found some units that are beneficial for multiple tasks, e.g. Unit-112, which is specific for interjections, is also important for both “dis- course” class for DP and “B-INTJ” (beginning of an interjection phrase) for CK.

### Table 4: Top-10 words activating positively (red) or negatively (blue) (Since LSTMs generate positive and negative activations) some units from h^{pos} that are the most important for different classes from CK, DP and NER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Top-10 activations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CK</td>
<td>B-INTJ</td>
<td>POS-Unit-112</td>
<td>:) ; awwwwwww; uggghh; Omg; lol; hahahaha; WELL; Nope; LOL; No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-ADJP</td>
<td>POS-Unit-99</td>
<td>rapidly; Deeply; fine; more; hardly; particular; slower; guilty; loose; entirely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>auxiliary discourse</td>
<td>POS-Unit-112</td>
<td>do; can; was; ca; can; ‘s; would; have; ane; Wo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER</td>
<td>B-location</td>
<td>POS-Unit-35</td>
<td>North; Ireland; Italy; Kelly; Qatar; in; southafrica; new; over; Wellington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-person</td>
<td>POS-Unit-115</td>
<td>Trilarion; Jo; Watson; Hanzo; Abrikosov; Lily; jellombooty; theguest; Professor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

In this research, we have proposed MuTSPad, a new approach based on Transfer Learning (TL) for domain adaptation with three main contributions: 1) Consolidating two TL’s approaches, sequential transfer learning and multi-task learning, by pretraining on resource-rich domain and fine-tuning on low-resourced domain in a multi-task fashion; 2) Unifying independent datasets to overcome the intricacy of multi-task training from different datasets; and 3) Conducting a set of individual units ablation, refining our understanding on how individual neurons lower-level tasks impact high-level tasks. We showed through empirical results on domain adaptation from News to Tweets that the proposed method MuTSPad allows a simultaneous benefit from similarities between domains and tasks, yielding better transfer learning performances on four NLP tasks, and outperforming the state-of-the-art on Dependency Parsing task. This study leaves several important open directions for future work. First, we should explore soft multi-task architectures. Second, we expect to explore the combination of supervised and unsupervised multi-tasking. We also plan to explore the benefit of MuTSPad’s learned representations for higher-level NLP applications such as machine translation and sentiment analysis.
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